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Abstract
Assessing porposed designs for a non-invasive DNA collection device suitable
for use in possum (Trichosurus vulpecula) population monitoring

by
Thomas William Agnew

The Australian bushtail possum (Trichosurus vulpecula) is an introduced mammalian pest species
within New Zealand ecosystems, responsible for causing extensive damage to native flora and fauna
at the same time as transmitting bovine tuberculosis between cattle herds. Due to their impact on
environments and economies, they are intensively controlled using a variety of methods including
aerial toxin delivery and trapping, led by the Department of Conservation and TBfree NZ. Along with
control, wildlife managers monitor population trends across the country using an array of monitoring
tools developed for various scenarios. One major need for those monitoring T. vulpecula populations
is the ability to identify individual animals, to harness an idea of total population abundance and
disease prevalence. Non-invasive genetic monitoring from saliva DNA samples taken from WaxTags®
has proved promising in the past, however environmental exposure degrades DNA quality making
individual identification difficult. This report describes laboratory, pen and field trials aimed at
designing a device capable of collecting and preserving DNA samples from possum saliva. A DNA trial
investigated the effect of environmental exposure on non-invasively collected saliva samples. After
14 days of weathering, individual possum identifications were at 80% and 20% for covered and
uncovered DNA samples respectively. It was found protection following collection significantly
increased the ability to genotype saliva based DNA (p = 0.033). Pen trials on captive animals
developed prototypes of prospective devices, testing for initial encounter behaviours, trigger rates,
ability of animals to re-access triggered baiters and durability throughout possum interactions.
Multilocation field trials allowed for comments to be made on the DNA devices ability to calculate
population abundances and densities when compared with BMI and RTCI estimates. Other field trial
results allow for comments to be made on the devices performance in a realistic environment
pertaining to ease of use, non-target interactions and device sensitivity. Finally, a Landcare Research
field trial collected 122 saliva samples using the devices described throughout this report, leading to
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the identifcation of 17 individual possums in a regenerating mixed podocarp forest plot, with a 68%
genotyping success rate. Ear notch analysis of 22 subsequently detained individuals revealed 7
matches to the DNA device collections, meaning 10 animals were not caught using leghold traps and
15 animals were not surveyed using DNA devices. This leaves the recommendation that future
monitoring operators wishing to accurately calculate population abundance should implement a
combination of both live trapping and DNA analysis to complement one another. Finally, future
research options are discussed including improved collection media and increasing device sensitivity.
Keywords: Trichosurus vulpecula, brushtail possum, non-invasive genetic monitoring, NIGM, DNA,
New Zealand, ecology, population surveillance, WaxTag®
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Trichosurus vulpecula in New Zealand
The common brushtail possum (Trichosurus vulpecula) was first introduced into New Zealand during
1837, in an attempt to establish a self-sustaining fur industry (Warburton 1992; Barlow 1994). From
this date, further introductions by acclimitization societies followed, right up until the mid 1930’s
(Warburton 1992). By the late 1940’s, possum numbers around the country had exploded to the
point where all legal protection was lifted and scientific evidence was provided to show they were
having a significant impact on native forests and for horticultural crop and plantation forestry (Clout
and Ericksen 2000). Unfortnately illegal introductions into possum-free areas by those involved with
the fur industry continued right up until the 1980’s and by 1990 it was estimated that possums now
occupied almost 90% of forested land across the country (Clout and Ericksen 2000), with an
appoximate peak population of between 60 and 70 million individuals in the 1990’s (O’Neil and Pharo
1995).
Trichosurus vulpecula, commonly refereed to as the Australian brushtailed possum, is a cat-sized,
nocturnal marsupial weighing between 2-4 kg. Found with either black or grey fur, possums are
identified by their pointed snouts, bushy tails, tapered ears, long clasping claws and prehensile tails.
Males and females display very little sexual dimorphism. Breeding typically occurs between the
months of March and November; however, given certain conditions breeding can occur all year
around (Whyte 2013). Outside of the breeding season, possums remain solitary. Generally
considered as foliage browsers, possums are also known to scavenge from vertebrate carcasses, kill
live vertebrates such as birds, as well as feeding on invertebrates and pasture when available. During
daylight, possums den in elevated sites, such as tree hollows, in underground burrows, or amongst
dense vegetation. The ability of T. vulpecula to feed off a wide variety of food sources and den in
various habitats has made it an extremely proficient pest since its liberation into New Zealand from
Australia in 1837.
The possums’ success at colonising in New Zealand is an example of ‘ecological release’ from its
native habitats in Australia (Cowan 1990). The home range sizes of T. vulpecula in New Zealand are
significantly smaller than those in Australia, due to several factors. First, there is a significant absence
of both land- and air- based predators of possums in New Zealand. In Australia, animals, such as the
dingo (Canis familiaris) and the powerful owl (Ninox strenua), keep possum numbers at lower
densities (Sjoberg 2013). Other reasons behind the differences in home range sizes and population
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densities include the lack of native parasites and diseases in New Zealand (Viggers and Spratt 1995),
greater browsing competition in Australia (Clout and Erikson 2000) and the lower overall nutrient
composition of Australian vegetation (Wells et al., 2000).
Many sources document the impact of T. vulpecula on New Zealand’s native forst ecosystems.
Prolonged possum browsing defoliates both native and introduced canopy tree species, such as
southern rata (Metrosideros umbellata) and Hall’s Totara (Podocarpus hallii). Along with damage to
canopy species, possums also defoliate willows (Salix spp.) and poplars (Populus spp.) which are
important for soil conservation (Purchas 1975). The defoliation of canopy species also leads to
increased suceptibility to windthrow, increased insect and fungal activity, and decreased birdlife
(Payton 1988). On the forest floor, T. vulpecula also feeds off both native and introduced shrubs and
seedlings, which can reduce a species ability to suceed following the removal of canopy individuals
and cause extinctions for more vulnerable species. Possum interferance with cropping and grassland
species has also been documented since 1910

(Kirk, 1920), and their effects on economic

productivity can be severe in certain circumstances. Finally, possums can cause losses for both
domestic and commercial botanics and orchard species (Pracy and Kean 1949; Purchas 1975).
Along with native and exotic flora, possums pose a signficant risk to many of New Zealand’s native
birds and invertebrates (Saunders and Norton 2001). Video evidence has shown possums invading
the nests and burrows of some of New Zealands most severely threatened bird species, such as kiwi
(Apteryx spp.) and kokako (Callaeas cinerea)(Leathwick, Hay and Fitzgerald 1983; Robertson and
Heather 1999). Possums (along with many other predatory introduced mammals) have partially
contributed to the extinction of 49% of all New Zealand’s non-marine endemic birds (Saunders and
Norton 2001). Possums not only consume bird eggs, but are capable of killing adult birds during
disputes over burrow or nest occupancy (McLennan et al., 1996). They also feed on native
invertebrates, such as giant weta (Deinacrida spp.) and giant land snails (Powelliphanta spp.; Cowan
and Moeed 1987; Cowan 1991).
In addition to the negative impacts of possums in New Zealand, possums have been proven to be the
main wildlife vector for bovine tuberculosis (Mycobacterium bovis). M. bovis is a bacterium which
degrades the respiratory system of mammalian species, particularly cattle (Bos taurus). The presence
of tuberculosis in animal production systems can severely reduce yields (especially in dairy cattle),
and can have implications for the exportation of meat and animal products (Donelley et al., 2003;
Tweddle and Livingstone 1994). The majority of sodium monofluroacetate (commonly referred to as
1080) toxin use in New Zealand is an attempt to limit the spread of bovine tuberculosis between
possums and cattle, as well as restricting the establishment of new vector areas (O’Neil and Pharo
1995).
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Possums were declared a pest in New Zealand during 1947, because of the extensive impacts the
species has on ecosystems, threatened natives and economic agricultural production as mentioned
above (Environmental Protection Agency 2006). Private control was taking place as early as the
1920’s, in order to combat the damage to agricultural ventures. Prior to 1950, organised shooting
and trapping was introduced in an effort to stem the population explosion (Montague and
Warburton 2000). The first concerted, nationwide effort started with 1080 poisoning in 1950, which
proved more effective than trapping and shooting; however, possum numbers continued to remain
at a level troubling for conservation (Clout and Ericksen 2000, Gaston et al., 2000). Since its
introduction in 1950, 1080 has been at the forefront of control efforts against possums among other
pest species. Research into the biology of possum individuals and populations means control efforts
using the poison have become refined and more effective (Simberloff 2003). Advancements in
technology and engineering mean wildlife managers can now use GPS-guided aerial 1080 to knock
down large numbers of possums in one hit, as well as model subsequent population recovery rates
(Clout and Ericksen 2000, Simberloff 2003, Veltman and Pinder 2001). Some of these technological
advancements have allowed for improved delivery techniques, long lasting and palatable bait
coatings, and the reduction of non-target interactions with bait sources. Now the major issue
confronting wildlife managers is tracking and removing the last remaining individuals following largescale reduction events (Sjoberg 2013). For this reason, tracking and surveillance monitoring has
become vital in order to determine where control efforts are most required or most appropriate,
which requires accurate population estimates and an understanding of population dynamics and
densities through time.

1.2 The Need for Accurate Population Data
The need for accurate population counts stems from limited resources including time and research
funding that are available for control efforts (Hickling 1994). Understanding population
characteristics of animal species is the foundation of all control ventures. Without having an accurate
count or estimate of pest population densities, wildlife managers cannot design and appraise
conservation policy, improve control techniques (Simberloff 2003), evaluate the success of control
regimes (Hickling 1994), understand invasion processes (Simberloff 2003) or assign triage cases
(Towns and Williams 1993). Often due to restricted resources, often indirect population estimates
(derived from multiple samples) are used to calculate ecological/disease damage thresholds, to
determine whether pest numbers have reached a level where control is absolutely required. Having
access to population data enables those setting ecological damage thresholds to answer questions
such as when should control be initiated?, what intensity of control is required?, has the control
work been succesful?; and when will further control be required? (Hickling 1994). Unfortunately,
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sometimes an absence of population data can become an excuse for inaction, leading to the further
destruction of ecological habitats and the species of concern within them (Simberloff 2003).
In certain cases, it is possible to have absolute population counts. This involves tracking and
identifying every single member of a population within a specific area. One example where such
counts are possible is the tracking of large mammals, such as elephants (Loxondonta spp.), in wide
open areas or near water sources, where each individual is likely to be seen and accounted for
(Gaidet-Drapier et al., 2006). Another could be counting and monitoring a population of very rare
animals, such as kakapo (Strigops habroptilus), where so few individuals exist that wildlife managers
can be confident of locating every member of the population (Powlesland et al., 1995). Finally,
animals (particularly birds) that aggregate for breeding or migration can be accurately counted with
the use of photography and computer programmes (Bajzak and Piatt 1990). For these populations,
the accuracy of the count relies on viewing conditions, viewer experience and the density of animals
in the visual representation. Elzinga et al., (2001) sums up animals that can be counted in a census as
those living in a small area, and only such animals that are conspicuous and easily indentifiable from
one another. The authors give being able to count moose (Alces alces) and deer (Cervidae sps.) from
an aeroplane in an open range as a good example of a situation where completing a census is
possible. There are advantages of being able to take a population census over a statistical sample.
First, censuses do not require statistical analysis to explain current population statuses or trends, as
they speak for themselves (Elzinga et al., 2001). Effectively, completing a census removes the
uncertainty usually associated with a sample. Second, it means that any management decisions
implicated for that population are purely biological and not estimated using statistical inferencence.
Unfortunately, the above mentioned circumstances tend to be rare, and very few populations can be
counted in their entirity (Elzinga et al., 2001).
Absolute counts of free-ranging populations are mostly unachievable, and wildlife managers must
rely on the accuracy of sampling techniques (Elzinga et al., 2001). Whilst sampling does not calculate
absolute abundance, it does provides an estimate of the overall population density based on an
extropolation. Generally, a large unbiased sample must be included from the total population to
remain as representative as possible. Samples are based around statistical analysis, as well as several
assumptions. Statistical analyses, such as t-tests and techniques that generate confidence intervals
allow wildlife managers to make comments on the errors associated with any one sample, and
explain the relationship between the sample mean and the population mean. One example of this is
that statisticians assume that every member of the population has an equal and even chance of
being monitored/captured. Also, for a sample to be accurate it must be assumed that the population
is closed during sampling, and that no individuals are either leaving (death, emmigration) or entering
(birth, immigration) the population. Some sampling can take into account natural population
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fluctuations during sampling periods. Finally, a sample assumes that individuals are evenly dispersed
within the sample area. Sampling is thus a neccesary function of conservation biology and pest
management. An accurate estimate then allows wildlife managers to help understand population
characteristics, enabling them to make management decisions, such as those listed above.
T. vulpecula is one of the most closely-monitored animals in New Zealand, due to its impact on native
flora and fauna and its potential to be a vector of bovine tuberculosis. Since the 1960’s, wildlife
managers have been attempting to record population data for this pest (Thomas et al., 2003). There
is a recognised need for calculating possum density both before- and after-control efforts, for several
reasons (Duenas-Serrano 2013), such as preventing future outbreaks, understanding patterns of
aggregation and movement, quantifying reinvasion rates, guiding future control efforts and assessing
the success of private contractors (Duenas-Serrano 2013, Cowan et al., 2002, Warburton 2000,
Gleeson et al., 2010). Because resources are limited and the possum problem in New Zealand is so
extensive, there is a lot riding on the outcome of possum monitoring programmes. For this reason, all
population data recorded must be as accurate as possible. Common standardised methods for
sampling and monitoring possum populations are discussed below.

1.3 Tracking and Monitoring Possums Numbers in New Zealand
The tracking and montoring of possum populations in New Zealand can be seperated into two main
categories. First, there are those methods that require active detainment of individual animals.
Second, there are also methods of monitoring that do not require active detainment, known as noninvasive techniques.

1.3.1 Active Detainment Monitoring
During the 1960’s, leg-hold trapping became a common method of estimating relative possum
population densities (Thomas et al., 2003). Following this, Batcheler et al., (1967) were able to show
that there is a log-linear relationship that exists between successful trap catch percentage and the
actual population density. Since the 1960’s, continuous developments with several monitoring
methods slowly fine-tuned tracking efforts. The issues involved with each method were addressed in
the design of subsequent capture devices. In 1996, a national protocol was developed to combat the
issue of calculating population abundance for possum management (Ogilvie et al., 2006). The
protocol is known as the Residual Trap Catch Index (RTCI) and is determined by the percentage of leg
hold traps achieving catches over any three night period (NPCA 2002). By completing an RTCI
opperation before- and-after a control effort, an estimate on overall population percentage decrease
can be calculated (Batchelor et al., 1967). Whilst simple, the RTCI was revolutionary in the fact that it
offered a large scale, standardised, nationwide monitoring technique.
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Unfortunately, there are several disadvantages of live trapping animals to estimate population
abundances. First, live traps are particularly susceptible for catching non-target species such as kiwi
(Apteryx spp.) and weka (Gallirallus australis; Reid 1983; Thomas and Brown 2001). The problem of
catching non-target species can be aleviated by elevating the trap, although studies show that this
does reduce the success rate of possum detainment (Thomas and Brown 2001). Henderson et al.,
(1999) showed that non-toxic baits were taken at a signficiantly lower rate from raised bait stations,
and suggested that possum activity is reduced as the height of a device is raised. Leading from this
research, Thomas and Brown (2001) concluded that leg hold traps became less effective at providing
a true representation of the overall population structure and abundance when they were raised at a
safe level for both kiwi and weka.
Another disadvantage of live trapping is that it can be labour intensive and expensive (Thomas and
Brown 2001). Certain trapping devices can be heavy and bulky, and must be physically carried to
their desired location (Thomas et al., 2003). This limits the number which can be set at any one time,
thus reducing their overall effectiveness as a monitoring device (Thomas et el. 2008). Non-detaining
devices are nearly always lighter and smaller, meaning more can be carried and set at any one time.
In certain areas, traps are required to be raised at least 700 mm above the ground, to avoid issues
with non-targets (Ogilvie et al., 2006), which also adds to the labour load.
Perhaps the biggest disadvantage of physically detaining animals as a monitoring technique is the
need for each trap to be checked at very regular intervals. Section 36 (clause 1a) of the Animal
Welfare Act (1999) states that any trap used to detain a live animal must be checked within 12 hours
after sunrise on the day following its establishment. This means that any live trap set up during a
monitoring program must effectively be checked every day and this limits the numbers of traps used
for monitoring. This is also one of the reasons why the trap-catch index has proved succesful at
determining large scale changes in dense populations, but has proved less effective at lower
population densities (Sakata 2011; Fraser et al., 2002). In order to run a succesfull RTCI opperation at
very low population densities, a larger sample size is required to improve detection, and as these
devices must be regularly maintained the costs of the monitoring operation can often increase.

1.3.2 Non-Invasive Monitoring
With the issues surrounding live trapping for low-density population monitoring, there has been a
need for non-detainment tracking methods. Interference monitoring was a technique first
investigated during the 1970’s (Jane 1979), and involved laying non-toxic baits, tracking
tunnels/plates, scent-stations or other devices and later determining whether it has been consumed
or interferred with by the target species. This data allows researchers to collate the frequency or
percentage of impeded devices to construct an index that is realistically correlated to the actual
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population. The majority of literature relating to non-detainment possum monitoring concerns the
use of baits such as flour/soy/cinnamon mixtures (Sakata 2011), apple (Byers 1981), orange (Thomas
et al., 2003) and unpalatable baits made from wax (Thomas et al., 2003).
Unfortunately, the efforts in the 1970’s were largely ineffective because there was no way of
determining whether interferred with baits had been consumed by possums, rodents, mustelids, or
other non-target species (Thomas et al., 2003). Another issue with bait interference methods is poor
acceptance due to an abundance of alternative natural food sources (Morgan 1982). In other words,
when a possums natural food sources are in sufficient supply, they will tend to consume these before
investigating non-toxic, and sometimes unpalatable wax baits. Bait interference monitoring can give
a skewed estimate of possum numbers due to the effect of “contagion”. For example, Thomas et al.,
(2003) showed that during a bait interference trial using highly palatable bait sources, such as
orange quarters, actually enticed possums to actively seek out other bait stations. This meant one
possum could potentially seek out multiple devices, leading to an over estimation of population
abundance. There are methodological techniques for avoiding contagion being an issue during
population monitoring, which generally pertain to device placement and density in relation to target
animal home range size. Finally, contamination of a bait source from multiple species can also reduce
the methods effectiveness due to misidentification (Arulchelvam and Brown 1995). However, Sakata
(2011) showed that bite marks on wax blocks from possums and rodents can succesfully and
accurately be seperated provided appropriate training is provided to those inspecting the tags but it
is time consuming.

1.4 WaxTag® and Chew Card Monitoring
The WaxTag® was the result of work done during the 1990’s to improve upon previous bait
interference methods utilizing wax blocks (Sakata 2011). Initial designs were simply wax blocks that
researchers used to identify species-specific bite marks (Ogilvie et al., 2006). The addition of a
luminescent or a brightly coloured plastic tag serves as a visual lure to attract individuals to the
device (Ogilvie et al., 2006). The WaxTag® was eventually patented by Pest Control Research Ltd. in
2002 (NZ Patent #516900) and is now commercially available from pest management equipment
suppliers nationwide. The picture below shows a WaxTag® stapled to a tree, with the use of a flour
blaze to increase its visual attractiveness to possums (Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1: WaxTag® situated on tree with a flour blaze attractant (Authors photograph, 2012).
The WaxTag® offers several benefits that live trapping methods cannot. First, the WaxTag® is light in
weight (c. 4% the weight of an average live possum leg-hold trap) and easy to transport (Thomas et
al., 2003), meaning many more can be carried into and established in the field at any one time
(Ogilvie et al., 2006). Having a device that can be deployed at a high density is beneficial for species
where population numbers are low, as it increases the opportunity an individual animal has of
encountering a device. This also makes monitoring programmes that utilise the WaxTag® significantly
more cost effective, since the tags are cheaper to purchase (0.95c per unit, PCR 2013) than common
leghold traps ($5.85, PCR 2013) and require less man hours to set up and monitor (Sakata 2011;
Thomas et al., 2003).
Chew cards were designed based on similar principals as the WaxTag® (Sweetapple and Nugent
2011). Wildlife managers confronted with targetting remaining individuals following a widespread
control event need to identify reminant individuals that could be targeted by ground-based control.
The chew card was designed to be robust, could be baited with a palatable lure, and maximised
sensitivity in low population densities and with the ability to quickly put out lots of devices
(Sweetapple and Nugent 2011). Chew cards are made of corflute plastic, with approximate
dimensions of 90 mm x 180 mm, folded in half and stapled to a tree/fence post. The cards are filled
with a palatable lure (such as peanut butter for possums and rodents) and are arranged uniformly
along transects. Along with identifying the presence of remaining individuals following control, they
also help to map out the area(s) impacted as individuals seek out multiple devices due to the
palatable bait. They are cheap to manufacture/purchase ($0.35, baited from Pest Control Research,
2016), are very lightweight, and are easy to establish. Whilst primarily used to highlight areas of
possum activity following an aerial poison application, they also have had success at estimating
animal abundance through calculated indices (Sweetapple and Nugent 2011). Whilst not represented
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during this project (due to previous problems with DNA extraction – see Chapter Three), chew cards
are effective as a multispecies monitoring device.
There is potential to utilise WaxTags® for estimating relative abundances as calculated using one of
two indices, known respectively as the Bite Mark Index (BMI) and the Tag Station Index (TSI). The
BMI is simply measured as the average percentage of WaxTags® recording interferance in any one
WaxTag® line. When using the TSI, five individual WaxTags® are placed in a cruciform arrangement
known as one “station”, and several stations form a single line. The index is measured by calculating
the number of stations aquiring at least one bitten WaxTag® divided by the total number of stations
in the line. Thomas et al., (2003) also investigated the relationship between BMI and residual trap
catch index (RTCI) estimates, and concluded that the BMI index calculated in their study was
significantly correlated with RTCI population estimates, giving a value of R2=0.98. Thomas et al.,
(2003) also suggests the BMI is potentially more sensitive than trap catch methods. They found that
out of 71 pairs of WaxTags® and live traps, 66 WaxTags® showed signs of interference, where only 57
live traps were activated (Thomas et al., 2003). Thomas, Morgan and Maddigan (2007) also state that
the BMI is signficiantly more accurate than the TSI, and should be the prefered choice in all
situations.
A similar index exists for chew card monitoring known as the chew card index (CTCI). It is simply
calculated as the percentage of devices recording interferance per sampling unit (transect or
block)(Sweetapple and Nugent 2011). When compared with three other methods of animal
monitoring (BMI, RTCI, and fecal pellet collection), chew cards performed favourably. Their
effectiveness was positively correlated when compared to trap catch indices completed in four
separate trials across New Zealand (Sweetapple and Nugent 2011), suggesting they are also effective
at calculating relative possum estimates as trap catch methods. Chew cards also compared
favourably to WaxTag® indices at one trial completed at Molesworth station in 2008, where possum
abundance was regarded as low (Sweetapple and Nugent 2011).
Like all trapping and tracking methods, the WaxTag® is not without faults. First, the WaxTag® has
come under scrutiny in the past for its use of a flour blaze as an attractant. This is said to increase the
probability of possums seeking out multiple WaxTags® in a line through contagion (Bamford 1970;
Thomas, Morgan and Maddigan 2007). The flour blaze is spread across the tree directly above the
WaxTag®, and video footage suggests that occasionally possums will consume the flour blaze without
interferring with the WaxTag® itself (Bearman 2002). This not only gives an underestimated index of
actual possum abundance, but reduces the future attractiveness of the WaxTag® to other individuals.
Second, the attractant can be washed away following rain, and is quickly consumed by rodents,
which is one of the pressing issues with WaxTag® population monitoring (Ogilvie et al., 2006). One
benefit that the RTCI method provides that WaxTag® indices cannot is a relative idea of possum
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population dynamics. Obviously with live caught possums additional data, such as gender and age,
can be established and a relative estimate of population structure can also be constructed (Ogilvie et
al., 2006). With WaxTags®, they traditionally only provide an idea of presence vs. absence without
individual identification. In some instances, bite marks can be analysed in a similar fashion to forensic
dentistry (Thomas, Morgan and Maddigan 2007; Thomas et al., 2003; Sakata 2011) and striations in
the tooth marks can be used to indentify an individual possum with a reasonable degree of accuracy
(Sakata 2011). This is relevant from a pest control point of view as only surviving adult females
contribute to subsequent population recovery following a control effort (Ogilvie et al., 2006). For
example, if a female animal is caught or killed and her tooth structure matches marks made in
WaxTags® from that region, control efforts in that area may be relaxed and intensified elsewhere.
The major shortfall of index monitoring devices regards their effectiveness in areas where possum
population density is moderately high. For example, WaxTags® and chew cards are often saturated
as individual animals actively seek out the palatable bait they provide. It is not uncommon in high
density regions for bitten chew card percentages to reach 100%, meaning no index can be calculated.
Sweetapple and Nugent (2011) describe the high sensitivity of chew cards as an undermining factor
in their ability to monitor such possum populations, and suggest their strength lies in monitoring
previously controlled locations where numbers of possums are low.
Also, (as mentioned above) contagion can occur when an individual possum actively seeks out and
interferes with multiple devices, due to the use of a palatable attractant (Bamford 1970; Adams et
al., 2013). The use of brightly coloured lures or flavoured non-toxic baits can also attract individuals
to a device and result in certain individuals targeting other devices on the same run (Ogilvie et al.,
2006). Unfortunately, the phenomenon of contagion can limit the effectiveness of index-based
abundance estimates, such as the BMI, CTCI or TSI (Adams et al., 2013). Contagion is still considered
by some as an issue for WaxTag® monitoring especially when flour or icing sugar blaze is used. These
blazes have also been proven to effectively increase interference rates on WaxTags® compared to
those without blazes (Ogilvie et al., 2006), as they are a combination of a visual, olfactory and feeding
lure.
TBfree NZ is particularly interested in surveillance monitoring of possum populations in regions
where there is a history of bovine tuberculosis transmission. Whilst initial monitoring tools focused
on estimating large scale reductions in possum populations in order to provide theoretical support
for poison operations, more recent tools have been implemented to try and understand disease
dynamics when numbers of animals are very low (Anderson et al., 2015). This requires specific details
about individuals within an environment. This means contagion is a real issue for TBfree NZ. If one
individual is actively seeking out monitoring devices and interferring with many, the areas where
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possums persist after control could be over estimated and control undertaken in areas where
indivduals rarely visit.
In conclusion, leg-hold traps, chew cards and WaxTags® have their advantages and disadvantages –
they all provide index measures of population numbers and do not provide individual identification
of animals. Recent attempts at individual ID using DNA from bitten WaxTag®’s was conducted by a
Masters student at Lincoln University (Dueñas-Serrano, 2012). In this study he looked at developing a
protocol around using WaxTags® to identify individual possums through microsatellite analysis
techniques. The author found that whilst some DNA was able to be amplified following collection, in
nearly all cases individual possums could not be identified using microsatellite analysis. When DNA is
required for genotyping essays such as this, it must be of a certain standard and quantity. The study
concluded that DNA collected from non-invasive monitoring devices was simply too low in quality
and quantity to allow for reliable microsatellite identification of individuals (Dueñas-Serrano 2012).
The ability to accurately amplify DNA fragments collected from WaxTags® becomes more difficult as
the time since interference increases (Vargas et al., 2009). It has been suggested that environmental
conditions, such as daily temperature, UV light exposure, and moisture saturation (Vargas et al.,
2009; Dueñas-Serrano 2012), contribute to this decline in DNA structure following interaction with a
device. Vargas et al., (2009) went as far as to suggest that ideally WaxTags® used for genome essays
to identify individuals should be removed from the environment early in the morning following being
bitten. Unfortunately, in many possum monitoring programmes this is an unrealistic and
unachievable goal. Also of relevance, Dueñas-Serrano (2012) found that very little quality and
quantity of DNA was collectable from bitten chew cards. For this reason, the DNA collection device
described throughout this research project uses the results found solely for WaxTag® DNA retrieval
as a benchmark.
Based on the above studies, if collected DNA samples could be protected from environmental
exposure for a practical period of time, it could be advantageous for wildlife managers. Individual
animal identification would allow for more accurate estimations of how many animals remain in an
area following control and where incursions into previously animal free regions have originated.
Additionally, researchers are now able to determine the presence of Mycobaterium bovis on
collected samples through PCR methods. Accordingly, the prevalence of diseases such as bovine
tuberculosis within low density possum populations could be quantified.
In Chapter Two, I provide a literature review of the role DNA plays in wildlife monitoring, with a
specific focus on the benefits of individual identification for possum monitoring and surveillance.
Wildlife managers, in particular TBfree NZ would like to identify possums at an individual level, to
understand population densities, the prevalence of tuberculosis transmission and the extent of
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control required. Currently, leg hold trapping, along with WaxTag® and chew card monitoring are
used to harness an indication of possum population density. All three methods come with various
shortfalls that mean pursuing a device capable of collecting saliva DNA samples is worthwhile.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review - Utilising DNA Analysis in Population Monitoring
2.1 Introduction
Recently, there have been revolutionary developments in population genetics due to increases in
technology, which has improved methods and lowered our costs of extracting, processing and
analysing DNA samples. We can now process a greater number of individual samples, whilst looking
for a wider range of genetic information (Rollins, Woolnough and Sherwin 2006). In the same
instance, statistical analysis has also benefited from developments and improvements in
technologies and methods, to the point where ecological conclusions on population parameters are
less dependent on assumptions, and instead are based on statistical evidence (Pearse and Crandall
2004). Such advancements in modern population genetics have meant significant developments for
ecological conservation and management, including pest population control.
Taken from the ideas of human forensic science, population genetics utilising DNA analysis has
proven beneficial for the management and or conservation of both endangered wildlife and pest
species (Rollins, Woolnough and Sherwin 2006). Recovered DNA samples can be used to detect
subtle genetic differences allowing researchers to accurately discriminate between species and even
individuals (Schwartz, Luikart and Waples 2006). DNA analysis in population genetics can be used in
many ways to benefit pest management regimes, such as identifying pest species and their origins
(Darling and Blum 2007, Armstrong and Ball 2005), describing pest population dynamics (Villablanca,
Roderick, and Palumbi 1998), and detailing the likelihood of a successful invasion from a potential
pest species (Armstrong and Ball 2005). Findings, such as the ones above often open the door to
other assessments, such as the feasibility of control efforts, the success of control/eradication events
following implementation, and augmenting pest risk assessments to better understand future threats
(Rollins, Woolnough and Sherwin 2006). Later in this chapter, I will discuss various ways in which
DNA analysis can be implemented in pest population ecology, with specific reference to calculating
population abundances.

2.2 Ways in Which DNA Profiling is used in Pest Management
Genetic monitoring and DNA analysis is now used extensively in the field of conservation ecology
(Schwartz, Luikart and Waples 2006). Wildlife managers now have access to DNA barcodes and
genetic profiles (some of which is particularly thorough) including for species which are cryptic, rare
and elusive (Robins et al., 2007, Solberg 2006,). Some researchers go as far to say that the use of
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genetic monitoring can often be cheaper and less time consuming than traditional methods of
calculating abundance (Schwarts, Luikart and Waples 2006). These claims are made in relation to
species where ongoing and detailed population data is required, traditionally at a great expense.
Schwarts, Luikart and Waples (2006) give the example of monitoring grizzly bear (Ursus arctos
horribilis) population trends in North America. Conventionally understanding abundance and
population structure of these animals was time consuming, restricted to certain seasons, expensive
and incurred a certain risk to observers. Now it is completed annually through the use of bear hair
snares, saving time and money along with formalising a modelling approach to animal monitoring.
Some of the most common uses for DNA profiling in pest management include the identification of
invasive individuals and their origins, describing invasion history, characterising pest population
dynamics, understanding characteristics relating to successful invading species, and evaluating the
risk of future pests and potential invaders.
Often wildlife managers need to identify the origins of an invading species (Darling and Blum 2007),
in order to understand methods by which it can be managed or eradicated. Genetic monitoring
allows the identification of pest species as well as where they have arrived from (Ramon-Laca and
Gleeson 2014). This is perhaps the most widely applied use of DNA profiling for pest management,
and there are various examples of using DNA profiling to identify invading species and determine
their geographic origins in New Zealand literature. Ramon-Laca and Gleeson (2014) used genetic
evidence to show that DNA recovered from fur and faecal samples from a pest free island belonged
to an adult male possum detained on a cargo barge. By comparing the DNA from the fur and scats
found on the island to DNA of the male possum, as well as DNA from other animals caught on the
mainland, the authors were able to determine the samples recovered from the island did not belong
to another individual, so no further monitoring or control was necessary. In similar examples from
New Zealand, both rat (Abdelkrim et al., 2007) and stoat (Veale et al., 2012) individuals on previously
protected islands have been genetically linked to mainland populations. Such evidence can save time
and money for wildlife managers, as they can determine whether individuals captured following a
large scale control operation are survivors of the original population, or are re-invaders. This
influences the scale of control required to manage the pest species following eradication.
Understanding incursion origins also has implications for how future operations are managed. One
recent example is the analysis of a historic rat incursion on Big South Cape Island (Robins et al.,
2016). Big South Cape Island is located off the coast of Stewart Island, and it was long predicted that
an incursion during the 1960’s was the result of a rat(s) swimming the distance between the two
islands. Researchers were able to relate haplotypes of samples taken during the subsequent
incursion response to mainland populations of the South Island instead, suggesting that the invaders
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likely accessed the island via a visiting ship. An example such as this highlights the need for vigilant
biosecurity regarding New Zealand and foreign vessels when visiting off shore islands.
Understanding a pest’s invasion history is important in determining how it should be managed, as
well as identifying other regions where it is likely to succeed. Ascunce et al., (2004) presented a
paper outlining the genetic history of fire ant (Solenopsis invicta) populations across America and
South-East Asia. The authors took DNA samples from 2,144 fire ant populations in 75 geographic
locations across the world. They were able to show that all but one international fire ant colonies
shared genetic material with colonies located in California, meaning the Western US State was likely
the point of origin for the majority of worldwide invasions. This information allows wildlife managers
to further understand the characteristics of certain regions that may make other similar regions more
prone to pest animal incursions. Fewster, Miller and Ritchie (2011) utilised DNA profiling when
determining whether rats on predator-proof islands were survivors of eradication events or reinvaders following control. Upon establishing that rats trapped on the island had migrated following
control events, they were genetically linked with mainland populations. Future management
programmes then gave consideration to the locations where invaders were likely to disembark.
Similar situations exist in possum population management, where large-scale control events leave
the door open for re-invaders from neighbouring regions. DNA profiling helps to understand how far
re-invading individuals may travel, which guides future control efforts (Adams 2013).
DNA profiling enables wildlife managers to describe population trends and dynamics of already
established pests (Rollins, Woolnaugh and Sherwin 2006). Genetic information not only identifies
which species have invaded, but can provide relevant population data, such as whether the pest
population is expanding or contracting, whether there was more than one introduction event, and
whether there is more than one genetically distinct population (Rollins, Woolnaugh and Sherwin
2006). In other countries, DNA collections have been used to calculate a relative population
abundance, such as the use of fur traps to obtain usable DNA fragments from small and elusive
native animals in South Australia (Suckling 1978) and Europe (Henry and Russello 2011). Future
technologies will also provide possum population data relevant to gender and age make up (Bayes et
al., 2000) and potentially even tuberculosis prevalence (Pallen 2014).
Obtaining genetic data also enables researchers to further understand characteristics that relate to
successful invaders and evaluate which pests could become a significant problem in the future
(Abdelkrim et al., 2004, Lee 2002). Certain genetic characteristics, such as the ability to swim large
distances or the ability to adapt to varying conditions, mean some animals are more prone to
invading foreign territories than others (Abdelkrim et al., 2004, Lee 2002). Abdelkrim et al., (2004)
investigated the genetic profile of rat populations on 18 islands off the Brittany Coast (France). They
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showed there was a high level of gene flow between the islands and the many colonies on different
islands could actually represent one single population unit. The authors stated the importance of
understanding the ability of pests to move between isolated regions when designing eradication and
management programmes. Costs of managing re-invaders can be minimised by including all islands in
the initial eradication program even though the populations on each island may seem separate
(Abdelkrim et al., 2004). A paper on the evolutionary traits of invasive species indicates certain
genetic properties increase the ability of individual pests to adapt to new environments following an
introduction (Lee 2002). Species which colonise new regions are forced to rapidly adapt to new
conditions, and their genetic architecture dictates how successful they are in their new surroundings.
Attributes, such as additive genetic variance (AGV), epistasis, hybridisation, and genetic trade-offs
enable invasive species to thrive in foreign conditions. For example, AGV is essential for evolutionary
adaptation in response to environmental change. Researchers have found high levels of AGV within
individuals from invasive populations, and suggest that success upon invasion may depend on
building up adequate levels of AGV rather than inundating the invasion region with individuals (Lee
2002, Elstrand and Schierenbeck 2000). The above points show how DNA analysis can inform wildlife
managers about the genetic attributes of foreign species that may cause them to become pest
invaders in the future, as well as understanding regions that will be prone to invasion.
As mentioned, individual identification through genetic analysis allows for a census of a population.
Calculating actual numbers, along with analysing DNA samples allows wildlife managers to
understand ecological processes, such as geographic distributions of a species within a landscape,
and determine patterns of genetic variation. A good example is provided by Roach et al., (2001), who
used genotype assignment tests to calculate that a metapopulations of 155 individual Black-Tailed
prairie dogs (Cynomys ludovicianus) belonged to 13 distinct populations within a single landscape.
Comparison of genotypes for the 155 individuals suggested populations regularly suffer extinction
events (through habitat degradation, disease and predation), before being repopulated from
members of different regions. This finding has important implications for ecology, as it proves
metapopulations can sustain a species provided rates of re-colonisation remain higher than rates of
extinction. This provides an excellent example of how individual genetic identification through DNA
analysis allow wildlife researchers to better understand ecological processes.

2.3 Media for DNA Extraction
There are many different media from which DNA can be extracted for the purpose of genetic
identification. DNA can be retrieved from samples obtained either invasively (requiring animal
detainment and occasionally destructive sampling) or non-invasively (requiring little or no contact
with host animals and often requires no animal observation) (Taberlet, Waits and Luikart 1999,
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Taberlet and Luikart 1999, Mills et al., 2000). Scats (faeces), saliva, fur, feathers, hair, egg shells and
blood are among the most commonly used tissues for the extraction of animal DNA. Invasively
acquired media, such as blood and skin tissue, yield the highest quality of DNA, however generally
rely on detainment which is not always feasible or practical (Taberlet et al., 1996). Whilst noninvasively acquired tissues, such as fur, faeces and scats, are often assumed to yield lower levels of
quality DNA (Duenas-Serrano 2013), they do not rely on animal contact by the researcher (Taberlet
and Luikart 1999), can be useful when monitoring rare or elusive species (Solberg 2006), and are
often cheaper (Schwartz, Luikart and Waples 2006) and more animal friendly (Taberlet and Luikart
1999). Accordingly, there is a trade-off between methods of acquiring genetic material regarding
quality of DNA vs ease of collection (Schwartz, Tallmon and Luikart 1998). The benefits and
limitations of several media for DNA extraction are discussed below, and in reference to their use in
possum population monitoring.
The most desirable of all media (including “Next Generation” techniques) for DNA extraction and
amplification comes from blood and tissue samples (Taberlet et al., 1996). Samples of blood and
tissue are less prone to genotyping error, have higher PCR success rates, contain higher quantities
and higher quality template DNA, and are less likely to be contaminated (Taberlet et al., 1996; Henry
and Russello 2011). Blood and tissue samples require a more traditional method of DNA retrieval,
often requiring active detainment of the target individual (Henry and Russello 2010). Pilgrim et al.,
(2005) comment on the need for high quality DNA samples when performing certain tests, such as
sex identification in mammal populations, stating that success when amplifying scat and hair follicle
DNA is often limited, and blood samples are preferential. Some forms of DNA retrieval through blood
and tissue samples require animal sedation, which is common when taking DNA samples from larger
or more dangerous animals. Sedation may also be required for animal safety. Along with blood
samples, skin scratchings and skin tags are common methods of retrieving tissue based DNA. In
possum population monitoring, sedation is sometimes required when obtaining DNA samples, to
protect both animal and surveyor (Sam 2012). In possum DNA analysis, samples are often obtained
through ear notching (James Ross, personal communication, 2013). For example, Ji et al., (2001) took
DNA samples in the form of ear notches from pouched juvenile possums to understand population
dynamics following natal dispersal. Unfortunately, obtaining blood and tissue samples is nearly
always intrusive, and more often than not requires active animal detainment and ethics approval. As
discussed previously, monitoring methods requiring active detainment are not always feasible or
practical.
Non-invasive genetic monitoring (NIGM) requires the unobtrusive collection of biological materials,
such as saliva, hair follicles and faeces. Nuclear DNA is found in minute quantities (subnanogram) in
the follicle end of shed hairs (Gagneux, Bosch and Woodruff 1997). Hair traps and devices can be
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deployed as a means of collecting fur and hair follicles from animals of all sizes (Ruibal et al., 2010,
Suckling et al., 1978, Henry and Russello 2011, Mullins et al., 2010). These follicle ends contain low
levels of template DNA, which can be prone to desiccation and rapid environmental degradation
(Morin et al., 2001, Taberlet et al., 1996, Suckling et al., 1978). This often means that DNA retrieved
from hair follicles can be open to allelic dropout (preferential amplification) through the
amplification of only one of the two alleles present (Gagneux, Bosch, and Woodruff 1997). Whilst
prone to stochastic error, DNA retrieved from hair and fur samples has proved useful in identifying
species and estimating the abundance of animal populations (Gagneux, Bosch and Woodruff 1997,
Henry and Russello 2011, Mullins et al., 2010, Ruibal et al., 2010). Possum fur samples have been
used for DNA amplification in the past (Ramon-Laca and Gleeson 2014). For example, Ramon-Laca
and Gleeson (2014) genetically identified unknown fur samples found on a believed possum-free
island to an individual male possum later trapped on a cargo barge. In this case, it meant no further
eradication program was required for the island, potentially saving wildlife managers time and
resources.
Occasionally animals of particular interest to wildlife researchers have tendencies to defecate in
prominent areas, such as on tracks, near burrows or dens, and at feeding stations (Macdonald 1980).
Researchers can make use of this behaviour in DNA profiling. Scats are often one of the most
common media for DNA extraction in ecological monitoring, as they are non-invasive, practical, and
require no physical interaction with the animal (Triggs 1998; Berry et al., 2007). Scats have also been
found to contain usable DNA fragments for a longer period of time compared to some other
materials (Berry et al., 2007). Harrington et al., (2010) mention that one of the limitations with using
faecal samples as indicators of population abundance is the fact that defecations usually relate to the
marking behaviour of individual animals. This means some individuals may mark their territory by
dropping scats in prominent areas, where as other individuals may defecate in areas where their
scats are unlikely to be found during surveys. This can lead to a skewed distribution of overall
population abundance. Often specially trained dogs are used to locate animal scats, as is done with
possum faecal pellet monitoring in New Zealand. In one such case, a tracking dog from the North
Island had great difficulty when attempting to identify and lead researchers to fresh scats from South
Island possums immediately following control (Morgan et al., 2007), highlighting another shortfall of
this monitoring method. Recently possum scats have been used to identify individual animals
following a potential pest incursion. Ramon-Laca and Gleeson (2014) were able to attribute DNA in
scats found on a possum-free island to that of an ear notch taken from an individual male, found
trapped on a transport barge. The fact they were able to identify the scats as belonging to an
individual that failed to disembark onto the island meant no eradication response was required. The
literature suggests that DNA profiling from scats may be useful as an incursion response technique;
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however the different marking tendencies of individual animals, alongside complications with
locating latrines, may make DNA extraction from possum scats for the purpose of establishing
relative population abundance somewhat unrealistic.
Epithelial buccal cells have been used for over a decade as a source of DNA for analysis, particularly
in the field of forensic science (Vargas et al., 2009). Buccal cells exist in small quantities of saliva and
other bodily fluids. Even minute quantities of DNA in saliva can be extracted, amplified and analysed
to determine ownership at both a species and individual level (Vargas et al., 2009). DNA profiling
from saliva samples is currently used for various species and purposes, including solving human
crimes (Sweet and Shutler 1999, Abaz et al., 2002), determining predator species responsible for
livestock (Williams et al., 2003) and native/protected species (Clarke and Vandenberg 2010) deaths,
and genetically analysing chimpanzee populations (Hashimoto et al., 1996). Whilst individual DNA
sampling kits vary, basic methods of analysing salival DNA involve swabbing substances thought to
have been in contact with saliva, before removing the swab tip for processing. Possum specific salival
extraction has been completed with limited success from WaxTags® in the past (Vargas et al., 2009,
Duenas-Serrano 2013). Although only minimal portions of saliva are required for DNA extraction,
evidence suggests that possum buccal cells degrade quickly through environmental exposure
(Duenas-Serrano 2013). Environmental aspects such as UV light and moisture either dry out or wash
away potentially usable salival DNA from bitten, licked and chewed surfaces (Duenas-Serrano 2013).

2.4 Limitations of Non-Invasive Genetic Monitoring
Genotyping errors are the most common issue confronting those wishing to use DNA samples to noninvasively monitor animal populations (Waits and Leberg 2000, McKelvey and Schwartz 2005). Noninvasively captured DNA is more susceptible to errors during genotyping, which leads to a series of
issues when attempting to establish an accurate population abundance estimate (Bonin et al., 2004,
Pompanon et al., 2005). Genotyping errors occur when DNA is amplified from samples containing
low quality genetic material (Taberlet et al., 1996, Morin et al., 2001). Such samples either hold very
little DNA to begin with, or have been compromised through environmental exposure or
contamination (Taberlet et al., 1996). The most common genotyping errors include allelic dropout,
preferential amplification of one allele over another, false allelic expression, amplification products
that mimic alleles, or laboratory errors including transcription errors and misread bands (McKelvey
and Schwartz 2005). Short-comings from non-invasive genetic monitoring can limit the accuracy of
population abundance counts, often providing a representation of the population which is either
over- or underestimated (Bonin et al., 2004, Pompanon et al., 2005). For example, Waits and Leberg
(2000) determined that an error rate as low as 0.5 per locus was enough to cause a population
overestimation of 200%. Contamination and difficulties amplifying long DNA sequences are common
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issues, however these can be mitigated by using strict retrieval and storage regimes, and choosing
appropriate PCR primers to amplify short DNA sequences respectively (Taberlet, Waits and Luikart
1999, Kwok and Higuchi 1989). Less controllable is the instance of stochastic error, caused by
attempting PCR on low quality and quantity DNA samples (Taberlet, Waits and Luikart 1999).
As previously mentioned, some forms of DNA retrieval yield low levels of template DNA. If DNA from
such samples is amplified using PCR, occasionally only one of the alleles from a heterozygous
individual will be identified (Taberlet et al., 1996, Taberlet and Luikart 1999). This error is known as
allelic drop-out, or preferential amplification. Instances of allelic drop-out generally relate to samples
where initial quantity/quality of template DNA is poor. This means that when the DNA is diluted in
solution and pipetted, there is a high chance one of the allele partners will be left behind and will not
be identified following PCR amplification (Taberlet and Luikart 1999). In a trial relevant to possum
population monitoring through non-invasive techniques, Duenas-Serrano (2013) determined salival
DNA retrieved from bitten WaxTags® exhibited allelic dropout through the degradation of template
DNA. The author concluded environmental degradation had limited the effectiveness of the salival
DNA to be used for NIGM. Using a smaller number of loci has been identified as one way of
combatting such allelic dropout (Mills et al., 2000, Taberlet and Luikart 1999).
There are several technical complications of using non-invasive genetic monitoring for animal species
(Taberlet and Luikart 1999). Occasionally samples acquired in the field will not be analysed for
several weeks or even months, so care and consideration must be given to storage techniques to
avoid further degradation of already compromised DNA. Wildlife managers must choose a method of
preservation relevant for the type of tissue extracted, which will not compromise genetic analysis at
a later date (Taberlet and Luikart 1999). Storage technique is heavily reliant on the DNA media
sampled. For example, DNA fragments in hair and faeces can be conserved dry at room temperature
(Morin et al., 1994), whilst saliva samples require a buffer solution and chilled storage is desirable
(Julia Allwood, Personal Communication, 2016). This example shows the importance of
understanding required storage conditions, to avoid further degradation of DNA samples. The
preservation of samples begins with the extraction method, and certain techniques may degrade
samples prior to storage (Taberlet and Luikart 1999). Conventional extraction methods including
phenol/chloroform purification and ethanol precipitation may degrade DNA samples taken from hair
and feathers, giving poor results during amplification. Another technological complication whilst
using NIGM is understanding how many PCR cycles are required during amplification (Taberlet and
Luikart 1999). Some samples yield less than 1 nanogram of template DNA (Taberlet et al., 1996,
Duenas-Serrano 2013), which means these samples contain minute quantities of template DNA
(Taberlet and Luikart 1999). In these instances, the number of PCR cycles needs to be increased in
order to ensure allelic dropout is limited. More sensitive methods of DNA retrieval (blood and tissue
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samples) yield higher levels of template DNA, thus less PCR cycles are required. Over cycling DNA
samples can render them useless through temperature degradation of the genetic material.
Understanding how many PCR cycles are required is an essential aspect of successful NIGM.
Also limiting the usefulness of NIGM is the influence of various biases on the sampling process
(Taberlet and Luikart 1999). NIGM relies on individual animals’ probability of detection (Taberlet et
al., 1999). Observations or retrieval of DNA samples from animal sign usually assume that each
individual of the population has an equal and even chance of being detected, which is not always the
case (Taberlet et al., 1999). Some elusive or rare species may be difficult to detect, cryptic species
may be falsely identified as one another, or one species may leave sign that mimic those of other
species (Schwartz, Luikart and Waples 2006). Like genotyping errors, observer bias associated with
sampling can drastically influence abundance counts (Mills et al., 2000). For example, Janeĉka et al.,
(2008) determined that in their trial, as many as 54% of snow leopard (Panthera uncia) scats had
been falsely identified as red fox scats. Although in this case the scats were not genetically identified,
if collectors had failed to retrieve snow leopard scats through misidentification, then the actual snow
leopard population may have been underestimated. This shows how bias associated with surveyor
error can influence a NIGM operation. There are certain equations which can be employed to
minimise the effect of observer or probability of identification biases (Schwartz, Luikart, and Waples
2006). These equations usually incorporate covariates such as season, weather, time of day and
habitat type which may influence detection probability (Schwartz, Luikart and Waples 2006). It is
important to minimise the influence of bias when non-invasive monitoring wildlife populations.
Methodologies such as quadrat sampling, probability of detection equations and cross examination
are all ways in which sampling bias can be minimised (Mills et al., 2000).
In conclusion, this project is a follow up of previously completed research into collecting DNA
samples from currently employed possum monitoring devices (Dueñas-Serrano 2013, Vargas et al.,
2009). The benchmark in PCR success rate from such saliva samples is 40%, although this is from
samples collected rapidly following an animal interaction (Dueñas-Serrano 2013). Evidence supplied
in this chapter suggests environmental exposure is the main limiting factor of successful genotyping
from non-invasively collected DNA samples. Moisture and UV light breakdown DNA structures
making PCR ineffective. Design aspects of this project have a distinct focus on protecting these
samples once collected for a practical period of time
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Chapter 3
The Ideal Possum Monitoring Device
This part of the research project was externally funded by TBfree NZ, and they provided an extensive
check list of characteristics that they believed where necessary for a possum DNA collection device.
Along with correspondence from TBfree NZ, the literature review described in Chapter Two
highlighted issues regarding environmental exposure and the collection of non-invasive genetic
material, along with contamination through various sources. Eventually a comprehensive list of
criteria was formed, requesting a device that:









Excludes rodent interference
Protects saliva DNA samples from moisture and UV light exposure
Is cost effective to produce, establish and service
Is triggered by single possum individuals
Is feasible for field use considering exposure to elements and destructive possum
interactions
Is simple to inspect, service and re-set
Does not require a tree or fence post as a mounting location, thus could be established
independently
Excludes sources of both target and non-target contamination

This chapter is broken down into sections that explain the issues responsible for why these criteria
were necessary, and how each of these issues was addressed. Table 3.2 in section 3.9 below provides
a summary. Finally, an initial idea for a potential design is represented as Figure 3.2 at the conclusion
of the chapter.

3.1 Device Attractiveness
The success of monitoring and control devices for possums relies on their attractiveness to individual
animals and their corresponding interactions (Carey et al., 1997). Attractiveness may relate to the
bait source or lures used to entice animals towards the device (Nugent et al., 2007, Thomas and
Maddigan 2004) or the shape, materials, and orientation of the device itself (Sjoberg 2013). Any
device used in possum monitoring must be highly visible and attractive to animals, and this
attractiveness must remain constant over a long period of time (Ogilvie et al., 2006). Overall,
increasing the device attractiveness often leads to an increased interaction rate (Warburton and
Yockney 2009).
Possums display a preference towards devices that provide olfactory, visual and audio lures
(Kavermann 2013, Ogilvie et al., 2006, Thomas and Maddigan 2004). Scents of lures containing
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cinnamon, peanut and citrus are common olfactory attractants proven to provoke possum interest in
monitoring and control devices (Ogilvie et al., 2000, Ogilvie et al., 1996, Henderson et al., 1999,
O’Connor and Eason 2000, Ward-Smith and Potter 1999, Morriss et al., 2003). Possums also display
inquisitive behaviour towards UV light, and WaxTags® are can be accompanied by a
phosphorescent/luminescent metal tag to improve sensitivity (Ogilvie et al., 2006). Research shows
phosphorescent tags displayed on kill traps significantly increase possum visitations (Ogilvie et al.,
2006). Ogilvie et al., (2006) found that 63% of the possums killed in Sentinel traps targeted a device
accompanied by a luminescent tag, versus 37% in non-lured devices. Even something as simple as a
white backing board has been proven effective at increasing possum leg-hold detainment rates
(Warburton and Yockney 2000). Other visual lures, such as the common sugar/flour blaze, have been
proven as effective methods of attracting higher possum numbers to monitoring devices in the past
(Thomas et al., 2003). Unfortunately, disposable lures, such as scented sprays and the flour blaze can
be either consumed by rodents or washed away by rain, meaning they cannot always be considered
as a long-term attractant (Thomas and Maddigan 2004, Ogilvie et al., 2006). Kavermann et al., (2013)
investigated possum responses to audio lures, by accompanying chew cards and WaxTags® with
audio boxes, and found possum visitations to bait sources and monitoring devices increased
significantly when compared with monitoring devices without audio lures.
Attractiveness towards possums was at the forefront of discussions surrounding the design of
prototype devices for this research project. Common feeding lures, such as possum pre-feed
(“Smooth in a Tube”, Connovation), peanut butter and citrus sprays, were applied to the baiter
section of the devices. As well as these olfactory and feeding based attractants, designs included
attaching the baiter in such an orientation that it hangs freely below the device, thus simulating a
natural food source, such as a hanging fruit or seed pod (Domigan 2011). Domigan (2011) mentioned
that possum individuals are often attracted to novel devices that mimic objects in their natural
habitat. By attaching the baiter in this way, the device retains a long term incentive to animals
through visual attraction. Although not initially included in designs, there is potential to attach
phosphorescent metal tags to the outside of the device to further increase possum interactions.

3.2 Device Materials
Overseas, materials for monitoring and kill trap devices are chosen to blend in with the surroundings,
such as wood, which can be hazed with sticks and foliage (Sjoberg 2013). Materials for devices in
New Zealand tend to be more brightly coloured, such as plastic or phosphorescent metal, which aids
with identification in dense habitats (Sjoberg 2013). Certain materials, such as plastic, aluminium,
and corflute reduce device weight, which has been discussed as an important characteristic above.
Materials, such as hard metals and wood add robustness to the device; however, they significantly
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increase weight meaning fewer units can be carried in the field. Often there is a trade-off between
making the device robust enough to withstand possum interactions, and reducing the weight of the
device so that is field-feasible (Domigan 2011).
There has been a constant shift towards lightweight, compact monitoring options for pest species in
New Zealand, as well as desirability for interference based products over detainment type methods
(Nugent et al., 2007). This means that more devices can be deployed at any one time, and left in the
field for longer. The bulkiness and weight of traps and some tracking tunnels means they have
become less favourable with wildlife managers (Nugent et al., 2007). For this reason, light-weight
materials, such as plastics and corflute, seem to have become preferred choices for monitoring
devices. Although lightweight materials have become favourable, there is still a need for devices to
retain robustness. Possums are naturally destructive towards novel objects in their environments
(Sjoberg 2013). Any device designed for possum monitoring requires consideration of this fact.
Accordingly, our device should incorporate readily available materials found at local hardware stores.
The body of the device is plastic down piping, chosen for its ability to protect the inside of the device
from moisture and UV light, its sturdiness when presented to possums, and its relatively light
weighting. The plastic body is split into two parts which break down and can be reassembled for easy
transport in the field. On the upper half of the plastic housing unit, an aluminium metal band
stretches across the top. The baited DNA collecting portion of the device is made of a lightweight
plastic, with a heavy duty metal clip. The metal clip of the baiter attaches halfway along a light but
durable metal cable that feeds through the inside of the device, and ends in a lead fishing sinker. The
other end of the metal cable attaches to a magnet. When constructed, this magnet attaches to the
metal band on the upper half of the plastic housing unit, leaving the plastic baiter dangling below the
entrance to the device. Full diagrams of the initial and final device designs are available at the end of
this chapter and in Chapter Five. Overall, care has been taken during device design to combine
sturdiness, cheapness of materials and weight reduction.

3.3 Rodent Proofing
Rats and mice pose several issue to devices designed for possum monitoring. First, rodents are
generally the first animals to discover and interfere with a device (Ross and Sam 2014). If rodents set
off a “one hit only” type device then it will be ineffective for future possum monitoring and it is often
difficult to differentiate whether possums or rats and mice are responsible for device interference
(Thomas, Brown and Henderson 1999). Second, rodents can remove baits and lures made for
attracting possums, rendering monitoring devices effectively useless (Sweetapple and Nugent 2011).
High levels of rodent interference deter possum interactions (Sweetapple and Nugent 2010, Ruffell,
Innes, and Didham 2014, Ross and Sam 2014). A fellow Masters student at Lincoln University found
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that when baits were laid for possum interference at a South Island field site, ship rats removed 62%
of the presented baits, while only 10% were consumed by possum targets (Sjoberg 2013). In another
study, Ross and Sam (2014) investigated the effect rat density had on possum foraging behaviour
around bait sources. They found that when not controlled, rats removed 92% of bait on the first
night, which was reduced to 8% following control, resulting in possum bait access increasing from
33% to 100%. Ross and Sam (2014) concluded that rat populations dominate food resources in New
Zealand forest ecosystems and have implications for possum monitoring and control. Any projects
based on designing a device for possum population monitoring needs to consider ways of excluding
the effects of rodent interference.
The use of rodent repellents on various devices and baits has been tested and discussed at length in
the past (Fraser et al., 2004, Ruffell, Innes and Didham 2014, Thompson et al., 2002, Thomas et al.,
2003). Repellent is usually incorporated in the bait matrix, or sprayed/coated to the surface of baits,
in an attempt to stop rodents consuming baits and retaining the bait attractiveness to target species
(Fraser et al., 2004). Fraser et al., (2004) noted that even when sprayed with rodent repellent, baits
were removed by rats at a rate of 86% after 8 days in the field. They also noted no significant
difference in the rate of removal between sprayed and non-sprayed baits. Thomson et al., (2002)
completed two separate trials regarding the impact rodent repellents have on bait consumption
rates by both possums and rats. They found two different commercially available rodent repellents
to be ineffective at deterring bait consumption by rats. On the topic of rodent repellents, Thomas et
al., (2003) commented that significantly more research was needed before these products could be
considered effective in the field.
Due to the apparent lack of rodent repellent products available, device design for this project
required more original means of deterring rodent interference. First, to remove the issue of rodents
triggering this device before possum DNA capture, the baiter was attached to a magnetic release
trigger. The magnet was set at strength too powerful for removal by rats and mice, but weak enough
for possum release. Magnets of different strengths were tested on rodents in captivity at the Lincoln
University Johnstone Memorial Laboratory (as discussed in Chapter Five). Second, the initial device
designs incorporated a rodent proof baiter. This idea was taken from the “Trapinator” kill trap, sold
and distributed by Pest Management Services New Zealand (Figure 3.1 below). The rodent proof
baiter attaches to the trigger, and is a rectangular plastic block, drilled with holes across the surface.
Baits, such as “Smooth in a Tube” or peanut butter, are forced into the holes. Rodents can access the
bait source on the outside of the baiter, but the depth of the holes ensures there is always an
attractant remaining for possums. We initially chose a design similar to this for the DNA collecting
portion of the device may retain attractiveness to possums for an extended period of time regardless
of rodent interference.
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Figure 3.1: Rodent proof baiter from the “Trapinator” kill trap.

3.4 Environmental Exposure
Some monitoring devices deployed in the field remain exposed to the environment prior to
inspection. Both moisture and precipitation are two of the main reasons why DNA quality degrades
so quickly in an exposed environment (Duenas-Serrano 2013; Vargas et al., 2009). As discussed in
Chapter Two, this is one of the major concerns with utilising the WaxTag® as a population monitoring
device (Duenas-Serrano 2013). Temperature is also as a key contributor to DNA degradation
(Nsubuga et al., 2004). Duenas-Serrano (2013) investigated utilising WaxTags® as a means for
extracting template possum DNA for microsatellite analysis and identification of individual animals,
similar to the overall aims off this research project. It was found that WaxTags® exposed to
environmental conditions did not yield enough high quality and quantity DNA to successfully identify
individual possum on a large scale, with less than 75% of samples generating positive or partially
positive genotypes. Duenas-Serrano (2013) concluded that environmental conditions, particularly UV
light exposure and exposure to moisture had contributed to the degradation of template DNA. For
this reason, it was decided that device designs for this project would include methods of protecting
non-invasively collected DNA samples from further environmental exposure.
UV light exposure is a major environmental factor that leads to the degradation of DNA quality in the
field (Duenas-Serrano 2013). UV radiation is the most harmful and mutation inducing component of
the solar radiation spectrum (Ravanat, Douki and Cadet 2001). Photoreactions degrade the structural
and nucleotide components of DNA, inducing mutation or complete degradation. These
photoreactions (primarily believed to be photo-oxidation), are caused when DNA bases absorb UVB
photons, breaking down the bonds that hold the structure together. This process has a negative
influence on the ability for DNA samples to be successfully identified and separated from one
another. The effect of moisture and precipitation on the quality of faecal DNA samples has been
studied for various animals including deer (Brinkman et al., 2010), and birds (Regnaut, Lucas and
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Fumagalli 2006), among others (Anchordoquy and Molina 2008). Nsubuga et al., (2004) also suggest
that temperature is another environmental factor influencing DNA collection from non-invasively
collected samples. Nsubuga et al., (2004) suggest DNA is best preserved within samples at low
temperatures, and that collections made on warm days yielded significantly lower quality samples.
When designing prototypes for testing, minimising the effects of moisture and precipitation was an
important consideration. The device implements a plastic housing unit concealed within the body of
the device design, which will protect the bitten bait source from both UV light and moisture following
an interaction. A metal sinker pulls the baiter down inside the body of the device following its
removal from the magnetic trigger. Once inside, the baiter is additionally protected from further
animal interactions. This is important as it was a requirement of the Animal Health Board, and has
implications for reducing contamination of collected DNA samples. During inspection, the baiter can
be pulled up from within the device, removed and replaced.

3.5 Cost Effectiveness
Consideration was given to the overall costs involved with producing the device on a large scale, as
funding for monitoring and control is always limited (Warburton and Cullen 1995). There are many
factors which contribute to how cost effective a monitoring device is, including material costs, weight
and size, reusability, and costs involved with deployment.
Many authors have documented the need for light weight and low cost when producing devices for
field monitoring (Thomas et al., 2003; Brown and Thomas 2000). For example, WaxTags® have been
extremely successful as a monitoring device, partly due to the fact they are compact and lightweight,
so that many of them can be carried and deployed at any one time (Brown, Thomas and Ross 2008).
We chose to produce the outside casing of our device in lightweight plastic tubing, and the whole
device is collapsible so that it can be easily stored and transported, reducing costs involved with
deployment. Both monitoring devices and kill traps have traditionally been produced from a wide
range of materials, such as metal, plastic and wood (Sjoberg 2013, Domigan 2011). Often novel
devices and those yet to be commercialised are produced from already available products, as
specialised or specifically made materials can cause the cost of the device to become economically
unreasonable (Domigan 2011). For our device we incorporated materials that were already available
at major hardware stores, and the device designs included no specialised parts.
One thing that works in the favour of this devices’ cost effectiveness is the fact it is reusable
following servicing. Sam (2011) compared the cost effectiveness of using camera traps for monitoring
programmes versus the combined use of tracking tunnels and leg hold trapping. Although the initial
cost of setting up the camera trap trial was high, at the end of the trial this cost was significantly
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lower than the use of tracking tunnels and leg hold traps. This was based on the fact that tracking
cards required replacement each time they were serviced, and leg hold traps needed to be checked
every day. This goes to show that even though some devices may be considerably expensive to
produce and initially set up, the costs of such devices are all relative to consumable products that can
only be used once. Consumable devices, such as WaxTags® and chew cards, can only be used once,
and this characteristic is reflected in their commercial price. Table 3.1 below compares the prices of
some commonly available possum monitoring devices. As our device is reusable and made of slightly
more durable materials, it will cost more to manufacture than the likes of WaxTags® and chew cards.
Two devices that are of a similar size and build quality to our proposed device are leg-hold traps
($6.95-$19.00) and tracking tunnels ($8.50 for tunnels, $1.50 for cards).
th

Table 3.1: Current prices and suppliers of common pest monitoring devices used in New Zealand, as of 25
March, 2016.
Device

Price (NZD)

Common Suppliers

Leghold Traps

$6.04-$19.00

Cage Traps

$50.00-$165.00

WaxTag®

$0.95-$1.97

Pest Control Research, Connovation

Peanut Butter WaxTag®

$1.10

Pest Control Research

Tracking Tunnel + cards
+ lure

$8.525-$13.50 +
$1.50 +

Pest Control Research, Gotcha Traps

Chew Cards

$0.45

Connovation

Camera Traps

$170.00-$1,450.00

Covert, Bushnell, Little Acorn, Reconyx

Pest Control Research, Connovation, Trappers
Cyanide, Pest Gard, Pest Management Services
Pest Control Research, Connovation, Trappers
Cyanide, Pest Gard, Pest Management Services

Several characteristics of the device aim specifically to reduce both costs of production and costs of
operation. As mentioned above, all materials are available from common hardware stores which
means specially designed, expensive parts are not required. The device can be manufactured for
approximately $12.00-$20.00. Also, because the device breaks down into several pieces, it becomes
compact and lightweight during transportation. This means a significant number of units can be
carried and deployed at any one time, reducing operational expenses. Finally, its reusable nature is
an economic benefit.

3.6 DNA Tissue Requirements
There are various tissue sources from which DNA can be extracted during pest monitoring surveys
(Ramon-Laca and Gleeson 2014; Berry et al., 2007; Clayton et al., 2011). The type of tissues which are
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appropriate for collection depends on the methods of monitoring that are being deployed. Invasive
genetic monitoring requires detainment of animals, so it is possible to retrieve tissue samples, such
as blood, fur and skin from which to extract DNA. Non-invasive genetic monitoring (NIGM) involves
extracting DNA from tissue which does not require the handling or observation of individual animals
(Waits and Paetkau 2005). Typical tissues used in NIGM include faeces, skin, fur, feathers, urine,
blood, hair, saliva and egg shells (Waits and Paetkau 2005; Berry et al., 2007; Duenas-Serrano 2013;
Hausknecht et al., 2007). Although NIGM requires no contact with the host animal, it relies on the
quantity and quality of DNA present, which tends to vary between tissue types, and decreases during
extended periods of exposure to the environment (Duenas-Serrano 2013).
The device described in this thesis targets salival DNA obtained through non-invasive possum biting
interactions. Whilst tissues, such as blood and fur may be more beneficial for the extraction and
processing of DNA, actively removing tissue from an animal requires intense restrictions around
device design, and can be difficult to get approval for obvious reasons. Non-invasively collecting DNA
samples means animal ethics permission is not required, although avoiding litigation was not the key
driving factor in device design. The buccal cells present in saliva provide a suitable media for the
collection of genetic information. Choosing saliva as the media through which this device would
extract DNA allowed us to engineer a design that makes the most of a possum’s natural behaviour
towards a hanging, lured baiter. Finally, we considered the collection of saliva through a bitten device
as a more reliable means for genetic information retrieval than perhaps a device designed to collect
scats or loose fur.
The pros and cons of commonly used NIGM tissues are discussed in Chapter Two. Traditionally, scats
or fur have been a preferred collection media for non-invasive genetic monitoring programmes, due
to a lack of suitable methods for saliva obtainment (Lobo et al., 2015). Despite this, in some instances
saliva has been proven to contain DNA that is of a similar or greater quality and quantity than blood
(Looi et al., 2012). Other benefits of using saliva for NIGM include its high levels of sensitivity and
specificity during PCR, and the fact that saliva samples require no specialist storage conditions (Lobo
et al., 2015). Faeces, despite containing plenty of epithelial cells (similar to saliva-based samples) also
contain inhibitors of PCR reactions (Fickel and Hohmann 2006). As mentioned above, faecal sampling
relies on finding and identifying relevant scats, and scat production cannot be manipulated by
wildlife managers (Lobo et al., 2015). This has implications for even sampling probability as social
structure, age, and season among other factors may determine an individual’s chance of being
detected. Previously, saliva samples were taken from chewed plant food (Smiley et al., 2010) and
recently killed prey (Sundqvist, Ellegren and Vila 2008), which are also prone to observer sampling
bias. Vargas et al., (2009) proved non-invasive saliva collection was possible from bait interference
devices using wax as a collection media. Duenas-Serrano (2013) provided evidence that such DNA
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collection can be achieved from swabbing WaxTags® for possum saliva relatively soon after
interference, and that chew cards did not yield the same quality/quantity of possum saliva DNA. This
project took into account a preference for saliva-based sampling, and looked to work on progress
already made for non-invasive collection by maintaining quality and quantity of epithelial cells
following animal interactions.

3.7 Field Feasibility
As discussed, the trap catch method of monitoring possum populations has been described as bulky
and heavy, often limiting effectiveness in the field (Ogilvie et al., 2006, Thomas et al., 2003). Tracking
tunnels may be lighter in weight, but their overall size makes them bulky as well and few can be
carried long distances at once (Sweetapple and Nugent 2011). Although traditionally, tracking
tunnels are used for rodent and mustelid monitoring, large sized tunnels have been used for possum
and cat (Felis catus) monitoring in the past (Pickering et al., 2013). One of the benefits of using
devices, such as WaxTags® and chew cards is that they are compact and light weight (Ogilvie et al.,
2006). With this in mind, the device weight and compatibility was carefully considered during the
design process.
Possum population monitoring often occurs following control efforts, when possum populations are
at low or very-low densities. This means monitoring devices must be as sensitive and attractive as
possible (Kavermann et al., 2013). Device sensitivity is discussed at length by Commins (2005).
Commins (2005) states that the more devices required to give an indication of overall abundance, the
more resource hungry the monitoring program will be. They then discuss the difference between
WaxTag® monitoring and leg-hold trapping as methods of calculating abundance. It was concluded
that although an individual WaxTag® took less time to establish than a leg-hold trap, this time was
eventually nullified as more WaxTags® were required than leg-hold traps to provide an accurate
indication of animal abundance.
Possums can live in sub-alpine tussock or grassland where no trees, shrubs or fence posts are readily
available for attaching either a leg-hold trap or an interference monitoring device (Warburton and
Yockney 2009). Often little monitoring of possums can be completed in these regions as devices, such
as leg-hold traps and WaxTags®, are no longer a suitable option. TBfree NZ and engineers on this
project have expressed an interest in having a free-standing device that is not reliant on the presence
of a sturdy attachment point (Ian Domigan, Personal Communication, 2013).
Device orientation is relevant for two reasons. First, the orientation of the device can dictate its
susceptibility to interference from non-target species, such as rodents and birds (Sjoberg 2013).
Intelligent birds, such as kea (Nestor notabilis) and weka (Gallirallus australis) often disrupt or trigger
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both monitoring and kill-trap devices. Second, device orientation can influence a target animal’s
ability to set off a device (Sjoberg 2013). Orientation and mounting location has been proven to
affect the frequency of possum interactions with various devices (Henderson et al., 1999, Thomas
and Brown 2001). Both Henderson et al., (1999) and Thomas and Brown (2001) make the suggestion
that possum interference frequencies decrease as the height from which the device sits off the
ground is increased. This point is relevant when considering the design of this device.
The efforts made at reducing the weight of the device have been discussed previously. To make the
device free standing, it is accompanied by a metal pole which is driven into the ground, allowing the
plastic body of the device to sit on top. This characteristic means the device does not require the
presence of fence posts or trees for attachment. During the pen trials (Chapter Five), prototypes of
the device were tested at different mounting heights, to determine optimum orientation. When
designing the field trial devices these results dictated the length of the plastic housing unit. Comment
can be made on the sensitivity of the device from the results of the field trials (Chapter Six), where
differing device densities were used at two locations.

3.8 DNA Contamination
Any program that requires DNA analysis will always be susceptible to DNA contamination. DNA
contamination exists where contaminant molecules, potentially from other individuals or species, are
contained within a sample and are detected during analysis instead of the target molecule (Taberlet
and Luikart 1999). Contamination during non-invasive genetic monitoring practices may come from
other species interfering with a device prior to retrieval (Harms et al., 2015), prey DNA contained
within scats or saliva (Waits and Paetkau 2005), cross-contamination following retrieval (Vargas et
al., 2009), or poorly-executed laboratory techniques (Waits and Paetkau 2005). Fortunately, there
are methods through which the influence of contamination can be minimised.
Often sanitary practices are the most basic method of eliminating sample contamination (Millar, Xu
and Moore 2002, Taberlet and Luikart 1999). Using sanitary rubber or latex gloves and separate
laboratory coats during each interaction with a sample can reduce the risk of contamination (Millar,
Xu and Moore 2002). Separating laboratory rooms where pre- and post- PCR methods are performed
further reduces the chance of contamination (Taberlet and Luikart 1999). Equipment sanitising is also
important, such as diligently replacing pipette tips and monitoring reagents involved in the PCR
process, by the use of negative controls (Taberlet and Luikart 1999). Using best practice methods to
avoid contamination should always be considered during non-invasive genetic monitoring.
A major requirement of TBfree NZ is that once set; the device must only be activated by one
individual animal. Once activated, there must be no chance for another possum to interact with the
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baited section of the device. TBfree NZ wished to collect individual DNA samples for genetic profiling
(the reason for this is discussed in section 3.9 below). In order to ensure all interactions with the DNA
collecting portion of the device are from individual animals, the metal sinker pulls the baiter into the
device following an interaction, where it cannot be further accessed. The device sits flush on the
ground, propped up with a metal pole, meaning animals cannot reach underneath to access the
baiter. The curvature of the plastic body also means animals cannot reach in through the top.
Contamination in non-invasive genetic monitoring often occurs before wildlife researchers access
samples. In order to minimise the effects of cross-species contamination, researchers use species
specific primers to PCR operations where multiple species may have been sampled at any one time
(Mondol et al., 2009, Fernandez et al., 2008). For example, when extracting DNA from scats, speciesspecific primers can be used to identify species responsible for each scat (Mondol et al., 2009). Work
has been done in the past using possum specific primers while practicing microsatellite techniques
(Vargas et al., 2009). Vargas et al., (2009) identified possum individuals from DNA collected on
WaxTags®, through the use of possum specific techniques. In this case, the authors chose a fragment
of the Cytochrome c Oxidase I amplicon that was of a length specific to possum DNA. They suggest
this method as an appropriate method for amplifying possum genetic material without amplifying
non-target DNA. The use of species specific primers is particularly relevant for this research project.
As already established, possums are unlikely to be the first animals to interact with the device.
Without the use of possum specific primers during DNA amplification, salival DNA present on the
baiters from other animals, such as rodents and birds, may also be amplified and analysed. Even with
the use of species specific primers, contamination could still be an issue for this device without
restricting multiple possum encounters. The U.S Fish and Wildlife Service (2011) discuss the
complication of receiving DNA samples from multiple individuals of the same species. When closely
related animals leave DNA on the same monitoring device, the presence of two or more alleles at
one or more loci can prevent the identification of a single individual. Such contamination can be
reduced by frequent sampling when budget and timing allows, as well as leaving devices in the field
for long enough to attract animal encounters. We chose to further limit sample contamination by
implementing a magnet system for triggering devices.
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3.9 Summary of Device Design
In conclusion, Table 3.2 below provides a summary of the measures we have taken to ensure our
device meets the demands and requirements of TBfree NZ
Table 3.2: Table of device design characteristics to meet each of the AHB requirements

AHB Requirement

Device Characteristic/s Addressing Requirement
- The bait section of the device is held in place by a magnet. A selection of
magnets were tested against rodents (Chapter 5) and a suitable “rodent

Rodent Proof

excluding” strength was identified
- The bait section of the device is punched with holes through which bait is
pushed through, meaning an attractant always remains on the device

Water/UV Light Proof

- Once activated, the baited section is pulled down inside a UV light and
waterproof casing, protecting it until the device is serviced (Chapters 4)
- The device has been designed using pre-existing materials and is made of no
specialist parts

Cost Effective

- It is light-weight and costs approximately $12-20 to produce (similar in cost to
popularly used monitoring devices, such as tracking tunnels and leghold traps)
- The cost of analysing DNA samples does reduce cost effectiveness
- The device provides enhanced housing for the retention of salival DNA by

Salival DNA Capture

excluding UV light and moisture
- A hanging bait source enhances possum natural feeding behaviour around the
device increasing likelihood of saliva retention
- An initial possum interaction will remove the magnet portion of the baiter
from a metal band on the outside of the plastic casing. Gravity will bring the

Individual Animal Activations

washer away from metal band (meaning it cannot reattach) before a metal
sinker pulls the bait source down inside the plastic casing. This means the
device operates on a “one hit only” basis (Chapters 5 and 6)
- The plastic casing easily deconstructs into several pieces meaning many can
be carried into the field at once (less than WaxTags® but considerably more
than leghold traps)

Field Feasibility

- The pieces easily slot together, and the whole device takes approximately less
than two minutes to assemble and establish
- The device is held up on a metal rod, it does not necessarily need to be tree
mounted
- The baited section sits freely hanging below the upper casing, and device

Ease of Inspection

activation can be identified from similar distances to other popular monitoring
devices
- Activated baiters can be unclipped and replaced readily, meaning the whole
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Chapter 4
DNA Trial
4.1 Introduction
Publications by Vargas et al., (2009) and Duneas-Serrano (2013) indicate that non-invasive DNA
retrieval from WaxTags® is difficult but worth further investigation. Both papers comment on the
degradation of genetic material once exposed to environmental conditions. The authors suggest DNA
is retrieved from bitten WaxTags® within 24 hours of the animal interaction for identification to be
successful. TBfree NZ requires a monitoring device capable of yielding usable DNA samples after up
to 14 days in the field. The literature suggests that this will require a device capable of shielding the
DNA source from environmental conditions, such as UV light, high temperatures and excess rainfall.
No previously available literature was available to suggest how rapidly the “usefulness” on noninvasively collected samples decreases following an interaction, so this became a focus.
The fourth chapter of this research project investigates the effect of environmental exposure on
genetic material obtained on bitten WaxTags®. It attempts to ascertain whether sheltering possum
salival DNA from UV light, high temperatures and rainfall can increase the longevity for which it can
be used in genetic profiling. Part of the device design involves sheltering bitten baiters from both the
environment and further animal interactions. WaxTags® were presented to animals at Lincoln
University’s Johnstone Memorial Laboratory, for two weeks of exposure in the field either with or
without shelter. DNA samples were taken at regular intervals over the 14 day period, with the idea of
testing whether or not protecting interference devices from the environment increases their
longevity as a DNA collection device.

4.1.1 Research Objectives
There were three main research objectives for the DNA trial of this research project. These were as
follows:
1. To determine the effect of weather events on non-invasively collected possum saliva DNA
samples
2. To quantify the effect of covering collected possum saliva samples on quality/quantity of
usable DNA fragments
3. To analyse the success of identifying genotypes and individuals from covered and uncovered
possum saliva samples after up to 14 days exposure
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a. Null hypothesis (Ho) that no difference exists in the quality and quantity of DNA
recovered from possum bitten WaxTags® following prolonged environmental
exposure
b. Alternate hypothesis (H1) that covered WaxTags® provide possum DNA samples of a
sufficiently higher quantity and quality after prolonged exposure to environmental
elements

4.2 Methods
4.2.1 DNA Extraction
Animals were supplied by the Johnstone Memorial Laboratory (JML) Facility at Lincoln University.
Their animals were being used for other trial work, and verbal permission for their use in the trials
described in this chapter was provided by the Animal Ethics Committee Chair. Five possums enclosed
inside the JML facility were required to bite 10 WaxTags® each, giving a total of 50 bitten tags. Three
male and two female animals were used. The WaxTags® were presented immediately in front of the
animals’ face, using leather gloves, with the animals natural behaviour being to bite the wax portion
of the tag. Each tag received a visually significant bite, and if we felt the bite was insufficient, the
WaxTag® was offered to the animal again. The bitten WaxTags® were immediately marked with the
identification of the animal and whether they would be exposed to the environment or used as a
control. A swab was immediately taken from the 10 WaxTags® (2 per animal) marked at day 0 which
were immediately stored in a buffer solution, before being labelled and bagged. Because the trial ran
for a total of 14 days, with swabs taken from the WaxTags® at 0, 3, 7, 10 and 14 day intervals, each
WaxTag® also received a number indicating which day it would be sampled on. The rest of the
WaxTags® were taken outside to the outdoor trial pens at the JML facility.

Figure 4.1: WaxTags® after animal interference, before being set up in the outdoor facility
(Author’s Photograph).
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Two large metal cages (100 cm W x 50 cm H x 150 cm L) were placed on level blocks outside at the
outdoor JML facility (Fig 4.2). The metal cages had opening lids, allowing for easy access to the inside,
as well as excluding further animal interference of the WaxTags®. Inside the control cage, five
WaxTags® (one from each animal) were attached to the four sides of the metal walls with cable ties.
Care was made to ensure each tag was not directly placed above another, which could mean
contamination from rain runoff of the bitten wax blocks. This gave a total of twenty exposed
(control) WaxTags®. In the other metal cage, a WaxTag® was placed underneath one of twenty UV
lightproof plastic cups. This meant that the covered WaxTags® were completely sheltered from UV
light, moisture and winds capable of drying or removing the saliva DNA from the bitten tags. Again,
the WaxTags® were separated into groups of five (one from each animal) representing the four days
on which samples were to be taken. The plastic housing units for the covered WaxTags® were
weighted down to stop them from blowing around in the wind. Both cage lids were cable tied shut to
remove any chance of further animal interference and then the WaxTags® were left in the outdoor
facility for the 14-day period. Over the 14-day trial, daily weather readings for rainfall, average
temperature, average wind speed and solar radiation were recorded. Taking these readings would
later enable us to comment on whether results of genetic profiling could have been influenced by
extreme weather events.

Figure 4.2: Trial set up at the outdoor JML facility, showing the control cage in the back-ground,
and the WaxTags® covered by UV lightproof housing units in the foreground (Author’s
Photograph).
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The swab kits were provided by Ecogene (Tamaki, Auckland), and their sampling protocol (Appendix
A) was strictly followed. The swab was removed from its plastic casing, before the WaxTag® was
swabbed and the swab tip was removed and placed within the 5 ml vial of buffer solution. The entire
wax section of the WaxTag® was swabbed, with special attention given to deep bite marks in the wax
surface. Care was taken when handling each WaxTag® to minimise the chance of cross
contamination, and a different pair of rubber gloves were worn for each swab. Vials of buffer
solution containing the swab tips were bagged according to their treatment (covered vs. uncovered)
and their length of exposure (day 0 – day 14; Figure 4.4 below). Upon sampling on the final day of the
trial, all vials were packaged and sent to Ecogene for genetic sampling.

Figure 4.3: Swabs within buffer solution at the completion of the trial, vials containing swab tips
were bagged according to their treatment and their length of exposure (Author’s Photograph).

4.2.2 Genetic Profiling Methodology
Swabs were sent to Ecogene in Auckland for analysis. On arrival, the swab tips were stored in
microcentrifuge tubes containing Longmire Buffer. DNA was extracted using the QIAxtractor
(Qiagen®). Longmire buffer from each sample was used treated with DXT and DX enzyme (Qiagen®)
and incubated overnight at 56°C. This lysate was used for DNA extraction using readymade reagents
from Qiagen®. Genotyping involved seven microsatellite markers commonly used in other possum
research, as recommended by Ecogene. These were Tv16, Tv19, Tv53, Tv54, Tv58, Tv64 and TvM1
(Taylor and Cooper 1998, Lam et al., 2000). All markers except Tv64 were amplified in a multiplex
PCR, using a Qiagen Type-It microsatellite kit. Multiplex reactions were performed in accordance with
the manufacturer’s specifications, with an annealing temperature of 60oC. Microsatellite primer was
added to each of the markers, in addition to the DNA solution from each sample. The Tv64 marker
was amplified in a separate reaction, using a similar process with the inclusion of a buffer solution
containing MgCl2, dNTPs, BSA and Taq polymerase. The Tv64 marker was exposed to thermal cycling.
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Once complete, the amplified products of the Tv64 reaction were added to the multiplex products
and analysed using a 3130xl genetic analyser (Applied Biosystems) and scored using GeneMapper
Version 4. Ecogene provided a spreadsheet of identified genotypes from each microsatellite
separated into sets according to treatment and length of exposure. An example from the data set is
provided below (Figure 4.4), and the full raw data set can be found in Appendix B. For each possum,
the number of individual genotypes identifiable for each microsatellite at each time interval was
inspected. A successful identification at each time interval was considered when an animal’s
genotype combination across all 7 microsatellites was uniquely different from the other 4 animals in
its treatment. When Ecogene processed the non-invasively collected saliva samples from animals in
this trial, they only presented witnessed alleles of a certain quality (ranked using a QI system of DNA
quality where anything over 0.5 is considered acceptable). Each sample is run four times for each
microsatellite in order to reduce errors associated with PCR where present alleles may be missed.
This means that when the raw data set was provided from Ecogene we could be confident of any
witnessed genotype or individual animal identifications. Sampling occasions where alleles were
detected but the QI score was less than 0.5 were not included in the final data set.
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Figure 4.4: Genotype assay of possum DNA from both covered and uncovered WaxTags® at 0, 3, 7,
10 and 14 day intervals, showing genotypes identified from microsatellites Tv54, Tv16, and Tv58.
In the above figure, UC represents “uncovered” samples, whilst C represents samples from the
“covered” population.
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4.2.3 Statistical Analysis
10-year averages for rainfall, daily radiation and windrun in October and September were calculated
using data collected from the Lincoln Weather Station (NIWA). These were overlayed on graphs
depicting the rainfall, daily radiation and windrun calculated throughout the 15-day trial period.
Pooled averages for the September and October dates of the trial period were compared with the 10
year average by means of one sample t-tests to determine any significant differences. Genotype
identifications were graphed by comparing covered and uncovered samples at each of the 5sampling intervals. Regression equations of the two data sets were used to determine the rate of
decline in identifiable genotypes over time, and R2 values dictated the goodness of fit. Two way ttests were run to compare differences in the average number of identifiable genotypes at each
sampling interval. Finally, t-tests were again used to determine significant differences in the number
of successful possum individual identifications per treatment type.

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Weather Readings
It is widely regarded that environmental conditions have various effects on the length of time for
which DNA remains viable for genetic profiling (Vargas et al., 2009, Duenas-Serrano 2013). As
mentioned previously, weather conditions, such as rainfall, temperature, and radiation, can all affect
the quality and quantity of salival DNA exposed to the elements (Duenas-Serrano 2013). For this
reason, we monitored environmental conditions throughout the duration of the trial, to determine
whether any of the results from the genetic profiling could be attributed to weather events. The
readings during the trial period were compared with local monthly averages over the past ten years.
All recordings were courtesy of The National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA)
website, with data retrieved from the Lincoln, Broadfield Environmental Weather Station (agent
number 17603, latitude -43.62622 and longitude 172.47040).
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intervals, they eventually yielded 80% identifications from the older 10 and 14 day samples. Note,
individual possum identifications for the uncovered samples were the same regardless of including
the outlying data point. Overall, the results show a greater number of individuals could be identified
from the uncovered DNA samples for 0, 3 and 7 day interval samples (p = 0.041). Whilst there was no
significant difference between the treatments at the 10 day interval (p = 0.14), significantly more
individuals were identifiable from the covered DNA samples at the 14 day interval (p = 0.033).
Statistical analysis of individual possum identifications should be treated with restraint given the
relatively small sample size of 5 animals per treatment. These results are discussed in section 4.4.3
below.

4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Weather Readings
Weather conditions and environmental exposure have been proven to impact on the quality and
quantity of genetic material obtained through non-invasive recovery (Vargas et al., 2009, DuennasSerrano 2013, Nsubuga et al., 2004, Brinkman et al., 2010). For this reason, identifying weather
phenomenon or events during the trial period may explain some of the results we observed.
When comparing our results for daily temperature and daily temperature high with the 10 year
average for September and October we found no significant overall difference, suggesting neither
was out of the ordinary. Whilst it would be difficult to comment on the overall temperature as an
effect on the DNA samples, one date in particular stood out as an extraordinary phenomena. The
daily temperature high on the 7th of October was 25.2oC. This reading was measured after the 10 day
sample, and before the 14 day sample. We witnessed a large drop off in results for both identifiable
possums and identifiable genotypes from the 14 day samples of uncovered vs covered WaxTags®. It
is possible that this difference can be explained by the high temperatures recorded on the 7th of
October, just days before the final sample. The plastic housing units potentially provided shade for
the covered WaxTags® however it is unknown whether this means these WaxTags® were exposed to
lower temperatures than those in direct sunlight.
Another environmental factor believed to have influenced this trial was daily rainfall. Like daily
temperature and daily temperature high, it was found to be insignificantly different from the 10 year
average as a whole; however, despite this, one date in particular may be of relevance. On the 9th of
October (2 days before the day 14 samples were taken), 40.08 mm of rainfall was recorded. In
regards to the September-October 10 year average of 1.48 mm a day, this can be considered an
weather event which may have impacted on DNA quality and quantity on exposed samples.
Between day 10 samples and day 14 samples, possum identifications from uncovered WaxTags®
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decreased from 60% to 20%. Alongside the extreme temperature on day 10, the rainfall on day 12
could have contributed to this witnessed decrease in genetic material on uncovered WaxTags®. The
plastic housing unit would have shielded the covered samples from rainfall, possibly explaining why
no decrease in the recovery of genetic material was seen in the covered WaxTags® between days 10
and 14.
Radiation and UV exposure have a profound effect on the quality of non-invasive DNA recovery
(McKelvey and Scwartz 2005). UV light breaks down bonds between the structural components of
DNA through a series of photoreactions believed to be photo-oxidation (Ravanat, Douki and Cadet
2001). Unlike rainfall and high temperatures, radiation for this trial was at its lowest point just
several days before the final days sampling. The highest peak in daily radiation for the trial period
was just slightly above the 10-year average for September and October, and whilst not significant (p
= 0.08), appeared to be much lower than the 10 year average as a whole. These results would
suggest extreme radiation was less influential on this trial than the rainfall event, although this is
simply speculation.
As mentioned, wind run (an indicator of wind speed and intensity) for the trial period was found to
be significantly lower than the 10 year average for the same period. Little research is available
regarding the effect of wind and wind speed on non-invasive DNA recovery. Non-invasively collected
DNA samples are often air or wind dried in order to preserve structure and quality (Murphy et al.,
2007, Piggott and Taylor 2003). Theoretically, exposed samples may benefit from this drying effect of
wind, and wet samples, such as saliva and faeces may be more prone to this drying effect than dry
samples, such as fur. Due to an absence of abnormal wind events during this trial, it would be illplaced to comment on the effect wind has on the non-invasive recovery of possum saliva DNA.

4.4.2 Genotype Identifications
The number of identifiable genotypes represents the quality and quantity of DNA fragments
recovered during sampling. A sample where a high number of genotype identifications and a greater
number of microsatellites registering identifications are made generally means the DNA recovered
from that sample was of a decent quality and quantity. Through influences, such as environmental
degradation and allelic drop out, alleles representing individual genotypes gradually become less and
less likely to be extracted and amplified as time since interaction increases (Duenas-Serrano 2013).
Even DNA provided in high quantity and quality may still be prone to stochastic errors, such as allelic
drop out and false allele expression (Duenas-Serrano 2013, Bonin et al., 2004). It would be expected
from the nature of this trial that DNA quality would decrease over time through allelic drop out
caused by environmental exposure.
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Our results show a downward trend in the number of genotype identifications for both covered and
uncovered samples. The nature of these trends is determinant of the rate at which genetic material
decreases in usefulness over time in exposed environments. Figure 4.8 (and to a lesser extent 4.7)
suggest samples taken from uncovered WaxTags® displayed a more rapid rate of degradation
following the samples taken on day 7. This result is in keeping with similar investigations of degraded
DNA samples (Vargas et al., 2009, Hajibabaei et al., 2006). Vargas et al., (2009) also found that
amplification of long base pair (648 bp) segments of DNA samples from bitten WaxTags® was
significantly reduced after a two week indoor exposure. In their trial, bitten WaxTags® remained at
an ambient temperature within an indoor facility for 21 days. Vargas et al., (2009) found that even
with the somewhat sheltered environment (e.g. free of UV exposure and rainfall), successful PCR
rates using both long and short (648 bp and 407 bp respectively) base pair lengths were significantly
reduced after a single week, and even more so after 14 days. Vargas et al., (2009) concluded that
successful DNA extractions, particularly when attempting to identify long base pair alleles, were
significantly reduced over time following initial interactions. Vargas et al., (2009) recommend that
collections of saliva from WaxTags® be made by 10 AM on the day following an interaction.
Clevenger and Sawaya (2010) attributed a 56% PCR failure rate of samples from non-invasively
collected bear hair follicles due to extended periods of environmental exposure, among other
external factors. The results of this trial for total genotype identifications further reiterate the fact
that prolonged environmental exposure degrades the quality and quantity of non-invasively collected
DNA samples.
Several authors have commented on the importance of fragment length when analysing noninvasively collected DNA samples (Taberlet and Luikart 1999, Oliveira et al., 2008, Vargas et al.,
2009). The amplification of short base pair fragments has proved more efficient for non-invasive
genetic monitoring due to higher acceptance from degraded DNA samples (Vargas et al., 2009,
Oliveira et al., 2008). Despite this, longer fragments are generally required for detection between
multiple species due to their greater chance of containing sites of variation through genetic mutation
(Oliveira et al., 2008). Hajibabaei et al., (2006) noted a 39% success rate in recovering full length (650
bp) DNA barcodes from museum bound Lepidopteran species which had been exposed to
environmental degradation for up to eight years. When attempting to recover and identify short base
pair length fragments (221 and 134 bp), the success rate was 94% and 97%, respectively. These
results show the importance of understanding what length fragments are required for analysis from
degraded DNA samples. For example, short base pair length fragments are useful for identifying
samples potentially retrieved from multiple different species, however may not contain enough
variation sites to be used for identifying between individuals of the same species. As a point of
reference, the alleles from WaxTag® DNA samples retrieved and analysed during this trial were
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between 101-272 base pairs in length. It would have been interesting to see that if longer base pair
fragments were retrieved, and whether this influenced both genotype and possum identification
rates from the two treatments.

There is the potential that wax surfaces are not necessarily ideal for DNA extraction. This would
explain the apparently sporadic success rate in PCR from day 0 samples. Media commonly used for
non-invasive salival DNA collection include FTA (Flinders Technical Associates) paper (Smith and
Burgoyne 2004), dental ropes (Tiefenbacher et al., 2003), and discarded food sources (Smiley et al.,
2010). Dental ropes and discarded food items are more traditional means for salivary DNA extraction,
and have been used in the past to retrieve saliva samples from primates (Tiefenbacher et al., 2003,
Smiley et al., 2010) and deer (Millspaugh, Washburn and Milanick 2002). FTA paper is a relatively
new media on which blood and saliva samples are regularly taken in the field of human health
science. FTA paper contains several reagents that are designed to kill off pathogens, inhibit
saprophytes upon drying or periods of high humidity, and have strong buffering properties to combat
the influence of environmental pollutants (Smith and Burgoyne 2004). Qualities such as these may
relate to non-invasive possum saliva recovery where samples may be exposed to environmental
conditions for extended periods of time prior to collection. By providing a nursing environment for
the genetic material it may further extend the period for which DNA remains viable for analysis. One
recommendation out of this research project would be; that FTA paper (along with other
alternatives), is investigated as a possible replacement for the aforementioned plastic baiter or wax
blocks when developing devices such as the one described in this project. We used wax in this trial as
the possums destroyed less robust media. Research considering alternative collection surfaces will
need to consider the destructive nature of possum interactions.

4.4.3 Possum Identifications
At the beginning of the trial, uncovered WaxTags® apparently yielded a higher percentage of possum
identifications than the covered data set, albeit insignificantly. In this instance, we know that all 50
WaxTags® received possum bites. In an ideal situation, we would expect to see 100% identification
for both data sets at day 0; however, the results of this trial suggest that individual bite size and
severity may also determine initial recovery of genetic material. Vargas et al., (2009) investigated the
effect of bite size on the recovery of possum DNA from WaxTags®, as well as the amount of DNA
recovered from successive possum bites on the same WaxTags®. They found that both bite size and
the order of bites had little effect on the amount of DNA recovered from WaxTags® bitten by captive
animals. They concluded that bites of all sizes, regardless of their order in the interaction were
possible deliverers of quality DNA, i.e. a large bite did not necessarily yield higher quality genetic
material than minor bite marks. They also noted a 100% PCR rate from samples taken immediately
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following interaction, whereas the combined successful PCR rate of our day 0 samples was only 80%.
The difference in their “day 0” results and ours may possibly be explained by the nature of their DNA
collection. Where we used swabs to directly sample the bitten wax sections, Vargas et al., (2009)
completely removed the wax blocks from the WaxTag®, before rinsing the entire wax block with a
Phosphate buffered saline solution, and processing this mixture. This means that any saliva on the
wax block was rinsed off into the solution to be process. Our trial could have benefited from a
process such as this, as our swab method of the wax surface meant we relied on swabbing saliva
based on visible severity of the bite marks. The Ecogene sampling method of directly swabbing
surfaces suspected to have been in contact with saliva is well tested. Its simplicity makes it an ideal
collection method for a field-based scenario, where pack space is limited and servicing must be
efficient to remain economic. As this projects’ ultimate goal was to develop a field ready DNA
collection device, flushing the entire baiter surface with buffer solution is not a realistic process. For
this reason, we were happy that the swabbing system was sufficient for future trialling.
The overall goal of the trial was to determine whether covering non-invasively collected DNA
samples from environmental exposure could extend the period for which it remained viable for
analysis for up to 14 days. The results for days 10 and 14 suggest that by covering the WaxTags® with
plastic housing units we were able to achieve this. Both the 10 and 14 day samples for covered
WaxTags® provided genetic material allowing an 80% identification rate (4 out of 5 possums). The 10
and 14 day samples for uncovered (control) WaxTags® had animal identification rates of 60% and
20%, respectively. Statistically, the day 14 samples were significantly different (p = 0.033), meaning
we can conclude that sheltering DNA samples from environmental impacts increases the period for
which they can be effectively used for individual animal identification. Low identification rates have
been replicated in other trials where attempts have been made to identify animals from
environmentally degraded DNA samples (Hajibabaei et al., 2006, Mondol et al., 2009). Trials that
utilise freshly deposited DNA samples tend to have very high animal identification rates. For
example, Wilson et al., (2003) successfully extracted DNA from 89% of fresh badger scats, leading to
the identification of 20 individuals. Rarefaction analysis proved an abundance calculation taken from
identified scats closely matched that of an estimate obtained through live trapping. In another trial,
hairs freshly plucked from black howler monkeys (Alouatta pigra) yielded a 96% PCR success rate
enabling researchers to identify all of the 76 individuals sampled (Amendola-Pimenta et al., 2009). In
comparison, faecal DNA samples from brown bears (Ursus arctos) were exposed to separate field
conditions, to determine the impact of humidity and temperature on the ability to successfully
identify individuals through DNA profiling (Murphy et al., 2007). Time of exposure and average daily
temperature significantly impacted DNA amplification. Further, genotyping errors significantly
increased over time for both dry and wet field sites. Many authors document the need to obtain
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fresh samples when attempting to use non-invasively procured DNA for both species and individual
animal identification (Taberlet, Waits and Luikart 1999, Murphy et al., 2007). Due to the
inaccessibility and distantness of many possum “hotspots” across New Zealand, daily sampling is
simply not an appropriate option for non-invasive collections. For this reason, freshly obtained DNA
samples are not feasible from possum saliva, making the protection of retrieved saliva from
environmental exposure important.
Overall, the results of this trial are in accordance with the alternative hypothesis; that covered
WaxTags® provided DNA samples of a sufficiently higher quantity and quality after prolonged
exposure to environmental elements. A significantly higher number of individual possum
identifications were available from the 14 day covered WaxTag® samples than the uncovered
samples. An identification success rate of 80% at 14 days is acceptable and will only be increased
through the use of a more ideal DNA collection media than wax.

4.5 Conclusions
The results discussed above suggest that initial quality and quantity of non-invasively collected DNA
is influenced by the effects of individual bites, and following that protection from the elements
particular in high temperatures and during rain. Consideration needs to be given to the method of
salival DNA collection following interaction, as swabbing potentially misses relevant genetic material
(although the methodology is favourable when applied in a field-based scenario such as this). Over
the trial period, several weather events are likely to have influenced DNA degradation for the
uncovered samples. Weather events included high temperatures (25.2oC on day 11) and daily rainfall
(40.08 mm on day 13) just several days before final sampling. Comments cannot be made on the
effect of UV radiation and extreme wind events based on this trial, as both environmental impacts
were found to be minimalistic across the two-week period. After 14 days of exposure, 4/5 of the trial
animals could be identified through DNA collected from uncovered WaxTags® compared with only
1/5 animals identified from uncovered WaxTag® samples. Average genotype identification also
decreased at a significantly higher rate for uncovered samples, evidence that degradation of genetic
material occurs more rapidly in exposed samples. It can be concluded that sheltering non-invasively
collected samples from environmental exposure significant increases the success of PCR operations
for up to 14 days after an initial successful interaction. Finally, the incorporation of a housing unit
within subsequent device designs will enable the longevity of non-invasively collected DNA samples
for a period of up to 14 days in the field following an interaction. The period for which genetic
material remains identifiable as well as PCR success rates may be extended with the use of a more
appropriate DNA collection surface, such as FTA paper or dental rope. In terms of the criteria
outlined in Chapter Three, it was recommended that subsequent designs of collection devices should
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incorporate a plastic (or equivalent) body that protected collected DNA samples from moisture and
UV exposure. Weather events recorded two days prior to the final sampling interval highlighted the
importance of this characteristic.
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Chapter 5
Pen Trials
5.1 Introduction
The fifth chapter of this research project focuses on the various stages and trials involved in device
development, from primary concepts through to the finalised design. As mentioned at the conclusion
of Chapter Three, an overall design idea existed from the beginning; however, several criteria
remained un-tested. The idea of running pen trials on various prototypes was to break the device
down into individual components before testing them and bringing them all together in a field-ready
iteration. Completing trials in the possum enclosures at Johnstone Memorial Laboratory instead of
immediate field testing allowed for a high number of trials on wild-caught possums to be completed
in a short period of time. Development involved making small changes at a time instead of large scale
alterations all at once. Through the use of trail cameras we were able to record the encounters of
captive animals, enabling us to monitor possum behaviour towards the devices in a controlled
environment, where environmental conditions, other possums and the impacts of non-target species
were not as influential.

5.1.1 Research Objectives
There were four main research objectives of the pen trials for this research project. These were as
follows:
1. To test various iterations of device design on captive possums, to highlight any faults and
improve device engineering
2. To identify animal behaviour around devices, including interactions with a dangling baiter,
initial encounter interactions and subsequent visits/re-accessing triggered baiters
3. To test magnet strengths on captive rats to find a rodent-proof trigger mechanism
4. Finalise a device design that meets the AHB requirements set out in Chapter Three, that is
ready for trailing in a field setting

5.2 Tube vs. Cup Design Trials
Initial meetings between the Lincoln University research team and Landcare Research yielded two
prototype device designs for further testing. One was based on a plastic housing unit from which a
baiter hung below, before withdrawing within the device following an interaction. For testing
purposes, this was relabelled as the “cup” design. The second device (“tube” design) was based on a
section of plastic tubing, where the bait source was suspended below on a bungee cord and could
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Figure 5.3: Little Acorn attached on possum enclosure roof looking down on trial device (Author’s
Photograph).
The baited section of the “cup” devices was applied with “Smooth in a Tube” (Connovation Ltd,
Auckland). The Smooth in a Tube formula was not thick enough to be held in place for the “tube”
device, so was replaced with peanut butter wrapped in a naturally glued paper tape (both lures are
commonly used for possum pre-feeding, monitoring and control and both are recognised as industry
standard). Each device was set and left in the animal enclosure overnight. The following morning, the
SD cards were removed and replaced from the camera traps, and the footage was downloaded for
analysis. Triggered devices were re-baited and re-set, damaged or destroyed devices were replaced,
and un-triggered devices were inspected for faults. After two nights, the devices were shifted
between cages and presented to different animals. In total, the “tube” design was offered to 10
individual animals representing 20 trial nights. The “cup” design was offered to 7 individuals
representing 14 trial nights. Sample size varied due to the availability of animals, and the same sets
of animals were used for both “tube” and “cup” trials. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 below depict both devices
prior to interference.
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Figure 5.4: Front and side view of basic “cup” trap design, showing attachment of plastic housing
unit and mock wooden dowel baiter to bungee cord (Author’s Photograph).

Figure 5.5: “Tube” trap prior to baiting on left, several baited “tube” trap devices awaiting trial on
right (Author’s Photograph).
A research template was designed to aid with trial analysis of the downloaded footage. The form
noted aspects such as: animal ID, duration of first interaction, duration of subsequent interactions,
number of subsequent interactions, mean duration of subsequent interactions, initial interaction
trigger rate (%) and total device trigger rate (%), as well as notes on animal behaviours towards both
triggered and un-triggered devices.
Following footage analysis (approximately 65 hours’ worth of video playback), mean times for first
and subsequent interactions were calculated for each device, accompanied by standard error values
and 95% confidence intervals. Paired, two tailed t-tests represented the statistical significance when
comparing the means of the first and subsequent interactions. Similarly, significance of the
difference between initial interaction means for each device was calculated using a paired t-test. A
two-sample binomial test determined whether any difference between trigger rate percentages for
the two device types was significant.
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5.2.1 Tube Device Results
The tube device design was fairly simple and cost effective to produce. It was essentially a length of
PVC hose, with an elastic chord attached at both ends with aluminium washers. The chord was then
extended and held in a vice, while peanut butter bait housed within a paper-tape casing was added
to one end. When the vice was released the paper-tape casing kept the bait on the outside of the
PVC hose, with the idea that once the possum chewed away at and removed the casing, the length of
chord inside the casing that had been chewed would retract up inside the hose (Figure 5.7 below).
The device was attached to a fixed surface by a single screw approximately halfway up the tube.
Ideally, the cord and the remaining bait source or the chewed PVC pipe could be swabbed for the
presence of identifiable DNA following possum interference. Once inside the tubing, the cord and
chewed bait would ideally be protected from environmental conditions as well as subsequent animal
interactions.

Figure 5.6: Tube device following a possum interaction, paper tape casing removed and remaining
bait visible inside tubing (Author’s Photograph).
Several factors work in favour of a “tube” design such as this. First, the device is extremely simple to
construct and deploy. Second, the video footage showed that animals spent a longer period of time
during initial interactions with this device (mean interaction time of 90:07 ± 29.2 seconds) than the
subsequent interactions (46.65 ± 13.2 seconds). This is relevant because TBfree NZ require a device
that is triggered during an animal’s initial interaction, in order to retrieve DNA samples from only one
animal at a time (see design criteria, Chapter Three). By spending a large amount of time chewing
during a first interaction with the device, the animals are more likely to leave higher quantities of
DNA on the baiter as well as being more likely to trigger it. Finally, 93% of the interactions (14/15)
witnessed on the footage showed animals initiating encounters with the device with their mouths as
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opposed to their front limbs. This is important, as the device requires DNA from saliva. Any
interactions where the animals grasp the baiter first risk triggering the device without DNA retrieval.
There is a potential to replace the bungee cord used in this trial with perhaps a dental rope or
equivalent, which has proven useful in DNA extraction from other animals as discussed in Chapter
two.
Unfortunately, there were several issues encountered with the “tube” device throughout the trial
period. First, these devices proved difficult to trigger during the first interaction. The way in which
they are baited (peanut butter or equivalent wrapped in glue-free tape) meant a significant amount
of chewing was required before it could be considered as successfully triggered. Often animals gave
up chewing once they had removed the majority of the peanut butter; however, the paper-tape
casing still remained, meaning the chewed section of cord could not fully retract within the PVC
piping. This meant any DNA collected sat exposed to environmental conditions following the
interaction. Second, the liquid nature of the bait made it difficult to wrap in paper-tape and set the
device. The strength of the bungee cord continuously pulled the metal washer closer to the end of
the tube, often squashing the bait up inside the device and ripping the casing. These then required
removal from the pens to be re-baited and re-set. The overall baiting process was messy and
complicated, which would not be ideal for a field-based monitoring tool. Finally, the biggest issue
encountered with the tube-based design in the pen trials was the animals’ ability to re-access the
bait source following its retraction within the device. Although the bungee cord was too strong and
on occasion pulled the bait within the tube prior to interactions, the animals were still able to pull on
the metal washer and expose the cord. In a field situation, this would mean multiple animals could
access already triggered baiters, meaning more than one set of possum DNA could be retrieved from
any one device, going against the requirements set out by TBfree NZ

5.2.2 Cup Device Results
The cost of production for the “cup” based design was relatively similar to that of the “tube” trap,
and just as simple to construct. Attached to a wooden backing board, an upside down plastic cup
suspended a wooden ball (acting as a baiter for the purpose of the pilot trial) on a bungee cord. Once
extended, a knot in the elasticised cord was latched onto a metal hook at the bottom of the wooden
board. In theory, possum interactions would unlatch the knot following interference with the baited
wooden ball, releasing the bungee cord and sending the baiter up into the cup and out of reach.
Within the cup, the chewed baiter would be protected from environmental exposure and further
animal interaction. Figure 5.8 below provides during and after shots of the device during an animal
interaction. The animal in this case was disturbed by the noise and the rapid elasticated movement
of the baiter and quickly left the shot.
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Figure 5.7: Still image of possum interaction with cup device shown during the interaction of
removing the baiter from the hook (left) and directly following the interaction after the baiter has
disappeared from view (right).
There were many benefits of using the “cup” design during the pen trials. Like the “tube” device, it is
simple to construct and install, and the materials required are cheap and accessible. Unlike the
“tube” design, it proved easy to bait and re-bait following an interaction. If placed in the field, the
device would not require removal from its attachment point, and a lure could either be applied to
the baiter or the baiter could be replaced altogether. Triggered devices were easily recognisable,
which would be beneficial in a field situation as un-triggered devices could be identified from a
distance, saving contractor time and resources. The mean length of initial interactions with the “cup”
devices was 200.50 ± 44.3 seconds, with subsequent encounters lasting on average 78.00 ± 21.6
seconds. This shows animals were prepared to spend a significantly longer length of time during their
first encounter with the device, increasing the opportunity to acquire high quantities of DNA as well
as increasing the likelihood of triggering the device. Total trigger rates for the trial period were at
100%, (12 out of 12) with 66.67% of these successful interactions occurring on an animal’s first visit
to the device. Similar to the “tube” trials, 100% of interactions (12 out of 12) for the “cup” device
involved animals investigating with their mouth. One of the biggest advantages for the “cup” device
was that once activated, further access to the baiter was limited, with 1 of 7 individuals able to
successfully reach up into the cup and pull down the already triggered baiter. This device design was
notably sturdy, with only one breakages resulting in a baiter being removed.
Whilst there were plenty of positives from the first round of trials using the cup based design, there
were also some concerns. First, on one occasion an animal was able to reach inside a triggered device
and pull down on the already chewed baiter. In a field-based scenario, this would potentially mean
more than one possum could leave DNA on to the bait source. As one of the requirements for this
project as outline by TBfree NZ was that interactions with each device must come from individual
animals, this was a reason for concern (see design criteria, Chapter Three). One of the most
significant problems encountered with this design was the difficulty of carefully latching the knot in
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aluminium washer and re-expose the previously chewed elastic cord. Although there was one
instance of an animal re-accessing a baiter from the cup design trials, it was considered that this
would be easier to counteract in the “cup” apparatus by altering the depth and/or width of the
housing unit.
In conclusion, several factors led to the “cup” device being chosen for further development. As a
result of witnessed animal behaviours and interactions, the cup design was considered a more
practical and robust option; however, a revised design was still required. Accordingly, the project
engineers then improved the initial cup design, making improvements based on the aforementioned
pen trials and adopting a magnet controlled trigger.

5.3 Magnet Trial
To combat rodents triggering the device prior to a desired possum interaction, the baited DNA
collecting portion is attached to the body of the device via a magnet. Magnets of various strengths
were tested to obtain one able to exclude rodent interference, but not restrict an individual
possums’ ability to trigger the device.

Figure 5.10: Magnets of various strengths attached to plastic, rat-proof baiters (Author’s
Photograph).
Three different strength magnets (representing “weak”, “medium” and “strong” rankings) were
chosen based on their availability at local hardware stores (Figure 5.10. above). The strength taken to
remove each magnet was recorded using an electronic scale. The magnets attached to the baiters
were placed on a metal backing board, with the scale pushed through the main hole of the baiter.
The force (in kg) required to completely remove the magnet and baiter from the metal backing board
was recorded, as well as the force required to move the magnet across the board (as rodents may
move the magnets off the device body, as opposed to completely removing them). These
measurements were taken 30 times for each magnet so that an average removal force requirement
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could be calculated. The weak magnets required an average force of 0.08 kg (n = 30) for complete
removal from the metal plate, and only 0.05 kg of force to be moved along it. Medium strength
magnets required 0.49 kg (n = 30) and 0.3 kg of force for removal and movement respectively. Strong
magnets required 0.67 kg (n = 30) and 0.45 kg of force for removal and movement respectively.
Variation between each test was minimal for all three magnet strengths.

Figure 5.11: Magnetic baiter attached to inside of Norway rat cage at JML Facility at Lincoln
University (Author’s Photograph).
Adult Norway rats (Rattus norvegicus), of the Winstar strain, were held at the indoor facility of
Johnstone Memorial Laboratory. Animal ethics permission was granted for other trial work and
verbal permission was provided by the LU Animal Ethics Committee to use the rats for these
behavioural trials. Norway rats were chosen as they are the largest species of rat in New Zealand,
which presumably exhibit the greatest strength. The magnetic baiters were left unbaited and
presented to individuals in random cages over a 7-night period. The magnetic baiters were simply
attached to the metal animal cages in the facility (Figure 5.11. above). The baiters were checked
daily, and it was noted whether they had been moved or removed by the rodents. Each day, the
baiters were shifted around to different cages. At the conclusion of the trial, each magnetic baiter
had been presented to seven different animals over a one week period.
The weakest strength magnets were completely removed by four rats out of a possible seven, whilst
the other three rats were able to move the baiters significantly from their initial starting point. The
medium strength magnets were not detached by any individuals, remaining stationary for six
evenings. Only one was moved slightly but the movement could be considered insignificant when
considering the role of the magnet on a field based device. The strong magnets remained stationary
and fixed in place for all seven nights of the trial period.
The weakest of the three magnets tested was instantly disregarded from future inclusion in device
design. The decision was made to include the mid-strengthened magnet in subsequent device design,
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as Lincoln Agritech engineers were comfortable that at this strength possum sensitivity would not be
compromised whilst rodent interference could be excluded.

5.4 First Revised Design
The first revised design of the device saw the introduction of both a magnetised trigger and a gravitybased system to retract the baiter following an interaction. The magnet strength required to exclude
rodent interference was ascertained through the prior mentioned Norway rat trial at Johnstone
Memorial Laboratory. Engineers attached half of a magnet pairing to the inside of a deeper PVC pipe
with a removable lid. A cotton cord held the baiter dangling below the device. Halfway up the cord
was the other half of the magnet pairing. On the other end of the cord was a heavy metal sinker. The
idea was that following an animal interaction, the magnet would be removed from the inside of the
device. Once the baiter was let go, it would be retracted inside the PVC body by the sinker pulling
down on the outside. Figure 5.12 below displays a drawing of the first revised device design. The
device was attached to the frame of the animals’ enclosure on the opposite side of the baiter.

Cotton Cord

Figure 5.12: Graphic depiction of First revised device design following initial trials.
The results of the footage collected for the second round of pen trials were promising, and are
presented as percentages in Figure 5.13 below. The first encounter trigger rate increased from the
first round of cup trials by 10.33% up to 78%. This figure could have been higher if two baiters had
not been physically removed from their cords during the second round of trials. Because these two
devices were destroyed before being triggered, they were discounted from the final results. As a
consequence, this meant that the overall trigger rate decreased from the first round of pen trials
from 100% down to 78%. Again, mouth-led initiation of interactions was at 100%, giving us
confidence that typical possum behaviour to the novel dangling baiter is to investigate with the
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Figure 5.14: Screenshot of First revised device design within animal pen at JML outdoor facility,
Lincoln (Author’s Photograph).

5.5 Second Revised Design
The second revised design targeted the three main issues highlighted in the second round of pen
trials. First, since the exposed sinker was prone to interference, a length of PVC tubing was attached
to the outside of the devices body. The sinker exited the top of the PVC body and slid down the
inside of the pipe, meaning it was then inaccessible (Figure 5.15 below). It was hoped that this pipe
could also be driven into the ground, essentially making the device free standing, thus, addressing
another issue highlighted during the first round of testing. Additionally, heavy duty metal fishing line
replaced the cotton cord. This benefited the device in two ways. Not only does it strengthen the
overall triggering mechanism, it also enables researchers to quickly clip and unclip new or chewed
baiters from an attachment point resembling that of a fishing swivel clip. This is beneficial for a field
based device as it increases ease of inspection. Baiters chewed on field devices could be unclipped,
placed in a snap lock bag and swabbed at a later date. Then the metal wire above the baiter could be
sterilised before a new baiter is attached. Figure 5.14 below is a diagram of the second revised device
design.
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Figure 5.15: Graphic depiction of Second revised device design following second round of pen
trials.
The results for first interaction trigger rate, total trigger rate, mouth led encounters and baiter reaccessibility are presented in Figure 5.16 below. Again, first interaction and total trigger rates
increased from the previous round of trials to 80% and 100% respectively. Mouth-led encounters
remained at 100%, with no animals displaying a willingness to grip the baiter with their forearms
prior to chewing. Unfortunately, baiter re-access increased from 11% in the previous round of trials
to 30%. This means three out of 10 animals were able to re-access the baiter they had previously
chewed earlier in the night. It was concluded that animals became aware over time that they could
reach up into the cup with their snout and retrieve the baiter, possibly explaining the increase in
baiter re-access witnessed in this third round of pen trials on the same animals.
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5.6 Final Device Design
As stated above, the last pen trial highlighted a few more issues with the overall design. There was
still an issue of baiter re-accessibility following interference, meaning multiple animals could still
deposit saliva DNA on previously chewed baiters. It was decided that although the idea of housing
triggered baiters in the PVC housing unit was worthwhile pursuing, more effort was required to
exclude further animal interference. The body of the device was altered so that once triggered,
baiters were pulled inside the entrance to the PVC pipe, around a 90o elbow bend and down within
the shaft of the apparatus. Now animals were unable to reach inside triggered devices and retrieve
the bait source. The dangling magnetised baiter idea was retained by attaching a metal band to the
top half of the PVC pipe on the outside of the device, to which the metal fishing line could attach.
Once chewed and pulled away from the band (1), gravity pulled the sinker down within the plastic
chute (2), pulling the baiter in after it (3). A diagram of the final device design chosen for field
application is included as Figure 5.17 below.
1

3

2

Figure 5.17: Graphic depiction of the final device design following all pen trials prior to field trial.
The bulkiness of previous designs was combated by decreasing the width of the PVC pipe, as well as
breaking it down into two detachable pieces. This would aid with carrying devices in a field situation,
where all components could be broken down and carried individually, before being constructed as
required. Figure 5.18 below shows a field device completely broken down into all components.
Approximately 25 can be carried at once in a standard tramping pack.
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Figure 5.18: Final field device broken down into all major components, minus the metal mounting
bar.
In the first two iterations of design, devices required attachment to a fixed surface, which would
mean device establishment in the field was dependant on surrounding trees, fence posts or other
available mounting locations. The second revised device attempted to combat this with the inclusion
of the thin PVC tube, which ran down the body of the device and housed the sinker. The pipe was
intended to be forced into the ground to make the device freestanding. Unfortunately, the blunt
edges of the pipe used in the second revised design proved difficult to push into the ground, and its
large diameter made this more difficult. The final field design did away with two separate pipes, and
instead had the sinker retreating within the body of the device. Included in the final design was the
addition of a metal pole which could be driven into hard ground, with the body of the device slotted
on top. In softer ground, the PVC pipe of the final design was strong and thin enough to be pushed
into the soil. Either way, the final field device was completely freestanding, and not reliant on fixedmounting locations.

5.7 Conclusions
Through several iterations, the engineers and researchers of the project were happy that the final
device design sufficiently met all of the requirements as set out by TBfree NZ (see design criteria,
Chapter Three). The combination of the magnet triggering mechanism and the rodent-proof baiter,
along with the overall shape and height of the PVC housing unit ensures that the device remains
attractive to possums despite the presence of rodents, and that rats and mice cannot prematurely
trigger the device. Even in the absence of an olfactory lure, the dangling nature of the baiter (made
to resemble that of a fruit or pod) ensures a visual cue remains. The animals’ first instinct nearly
always involves chewing, biting or licking the bait of the device, making the collection of salival DNA
possible. The waterproof and UV lightproof housing unit protects collected DNA from further
exposure to the environment or secondary possum interactions, whilst the magnet trigger removed
during chewing/biting encounters gives researchers the best chance of making the device specific to
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individual possums. All components of the device are cheap and non-specific, ensuring the cost of
construction is comparable to other commonly available monitoring devices. These materials are also
robust and have stood up to the destructive behaviour of housed animals. The collapsible nature of
the PVC tubing makes the complete apparatus lightweight and field efficient. The device is not reliant
on pre-existing mounting locations, and is completely free standing. Satisfied that the device met all
of the aforementioned criteria, 10 were constructed for the purpose of conducting two field trials.
Again, TBfree NZ funding was provided for the planning and preparation of devices for the multilocation field trial.
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Chapter 6
Field Trial
6.1 Introduction
6.1.1 Background
Chapters Four and Five had addressed many of the criteria outlined during Chapter Three though pen
trials focused on continuous device refinement. We had a robust device design that was capable of
protecting collected DNA samples from environmental exposure and contamination, triggered
following a single possum interaction and could not be set off through rodent interference. It is all
well for the device to work under the measurable and controlled conditions within the outdoor pen
facility at JML; however, if the device is not field-applicable then the design will require
reconsideration.
As mentioned above, there are certain device requirements that would be hard to critique in the pen
facility at JML such as the influence of non-target species, device sensitivity, and field feasibility.
Although animals housed outdoors in the facility provide a relative idea of behaviour towards novel
objects in their environment, there are always certain behaviours of wild animals that cannot be
expected from caged individuals (Sjoberg 2013), and therefore, must be investigated during a field
trial. This chapter describes a 2-month field trial at two locations, involving three methods of
measuring approximate possum abundance, encompassing the use of DNA devices, WaxTags®, and
live cage trapping. Results include calculations of abundance for each method, as well as a
comparison of the three devices at each location. The discussion speculates on why the accuracy of
DNA device estimations may have differed at each location in relation to site history, possum
behaviour, feeding preferences and device density/sensitivity. Also discussed are the results of a
Landcare Research project using DNA collection devices constructed using the same design
presented in Chapter Five.

6.1.2 Field Trial Research Objectives
The field trials at both locations were designed in order to evaluate the following:


Device density and sensitivity, and how it compares with WaxTags® and live trapping for
possum population monitoring



Animal behaviour towards the device from both possums and non-target species, including
premature triggering, non-target interference, and destructive tendencies
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Influence of different field locations, site history and forest types (pine plantation vs mixed
podocarp) on device efficiency



Robustness of device design when exposed to field conditions (unfortunately, time and
funding constraints meant this period was not as long as the 14 day DNA trial)



Relative convenience of use, including the device weight, size, practicality and ease of both
deployment and servicing (measured by roughly how many could be established/serviced in
an eight-hour working day)

In addition, the results of the field trial will highlight any unexpected attributes or complications of
the device within a field environment.

6.1.3 Device Field Requirements
Chapter Three contains a breakdown of the ideal possum monitoring device, a list of characteristics
compiled through correspondence with TBfree NZ Several of the attributes requested on this list are
directly related to field feasibility and practicality, and can only be tested in an uncontrolled field
environment. Such characteristics include whether the device is easily transported, deployed and
serviced, and whether non-target species are a concern for wildlife managers.

6.2 Study Sites
6.2.1 Hororata
6.2.1a – Location
Hororata is a small township approximately 53 km to the west of central Christchurch, and 15 km
southwest of Darfield on New Zealand’s South Island (Figure 6.1 below). The main township sits on
Bealey Rd, between State Highways 1 and 77 (Figure 6.2 below). Hororata is placed at the northwestern end of the Canterbury plains, just outside the shadow of the Southern Alps. The site for the
field trial has been previously used in another Lincoln University students’ PhD research project
(Whyte 2013). It is an L shaped, 13.71 ha forest fragment located at Terrace Station just to the west
of Hororata (43°32’50.03”S, 171°54’35.96”E; Figure 6.3 below).
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Figure 6.1: Map of the Canterbury region of New Zealand’s South Island, showing the location of
the trial site depicted as a white pin, scale is 89 km (Google Earth 2014, imagery 04/10/2013).

Figure 6.2: Map of the Hororata region, located between State Highways 1 and 72, east of
Christchurch and northwest of Rakaia. Map also shows the surrounding area, including the field
trial site (Google Earth 2014, imagery 19/10/2015).

6.2.1b – Site History
The site sits on a cattle and sheep farm, known as Terrace Station, surrounded in all directions by
pastoral and cropping fields (Figure 6.3 below). These surrounding pasture and crop fields are made
up of predominantly Italian ryegrass (Lolium multiflorum) and kale (Brassica oleracea). The site is
largely flat with an elevation of approximately 215 metres. As mentioned above, the site has
previously been used for possum-related research. Prior to a population study during 2011-2013, no
extensive, large scale possum control had been completed on the site for many years. Whyte (2013)
described the density as high, due to only sporadic shooting and trapping. The previous trial involved
tracking possum individuals following a large-scale population reduction event (poison operation;
Whyte 2013). Prior to deciding on a suitable field trial site for this project, we were approached by
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the owners of the station, who informed us possum numbers had risen within the forest fragment to
previously high levels. Upon consulting the farm manager, it became apparently that regular trapping
and shooting had removed possum individuals from the site with regularity, although capture rates
had remained high suggesting the population was still at significant numbers. The population density,
along with the accessibility of the site, made it the perfect location to trial the prototype design of
our DNA capturing device.

Figure 6.3: Overhead view of the Hororata field trial site (Google Earth 2014, imagery 04/07/2010).

6.2.1c – Forest Fragment
The forest fragment is heavily dominated by exotic tree and shrub species, commonly found across
the Canterbury plains. Dominant canopy species include sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus), English
oak (Quercus robur) and several macrocarpa (Cupressus macrocarpa), pine (Pinus radiata) and poplar
(Populus spp.) individuals. Beneath the canopy the understory is compiled largely of perennial grass
species, along with oak and sycamore saplings. The forest-farm margin is mainly composed of low
growing plants such as gorse (Ulex europaeus) and Pittosporum spp. Various introduced mammal
species inhabit the site and its surrounding areas. Besides livestock in the neighbouring paddocks;
possums, hedgehogs (Erinaceus europaeus occidentalis), rats (Rattus spp.), mice (Mus musculus) and
rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus) are common in the forest fragment. Feral cats (Felis catus) and ferrets
(Mustela furo) have also been monitored or tracked within the forest fragment, and it is suspected
weasels (M. nivalis) and stoats (M. erminea) also inhabit the area (Whyte 2013).

6.2.2 Burnham
6.2.2a – Location
Burnham is a small, military-based township on the southern outskirts of Christchurch. State Highway
One runs through the centre of Burnham, which is approximately 2 km to the south of Rolleston
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(Figure 6.4). Located on the Canterbury plains, Burnham is largely comprised of flat farmland,
surrounded with fragments of remnant forest. The majority of the forest segments are Pinus radiata,
with occasional segments of broadleaf species. The site used for this part of the field trial was a 4 ha
block located on private property off Norwood Road, south of State Highway 1 (Figure 6.5 below).
The forest segment on the property is surrounded on two sides by pastoral farmland, one side by a
neighbouring P. radiata segment belonging to another property, and the fourth side backs onto the
Selwyn River bed.

Figure 6.4: Map of the Canterbury region of New Zealand’s South Island, showing the location of
the trial site at Burnham depicted as a white pin (Google Earth 2014, imagery 04/10/2013).

Figure 6.5: Map of the Burnham region, located on State Highway 1, south-west of Christchurch
and north of Leeston. Map also shows the surrounding area, including the field trial site (Google
Earth 2014, imagery 11/01/2015).
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6.2.2b – Site History
Since purchasing the property over three years ago, very little has been done to the forest segment
by its current owners. It is used during various times of the year for light grazing of stock, and trees
are taken annually from within the plot for firewood. Storms with high winds in September 2013 and
April 2014 caused wide spread felling of older and larger trees. There has been no recent history of
possum control within this forest segment or the adjourning segment on a neighbouring property.
No poisoning, trapping or shooting has been completed since the current owners have been in
possession of the property. Because no active control or monitoring had be completed on the site
prior to this trial, it was unclear what possum population existed within the forest fragment.

Figure 6.6: Overhead view of the Burnham field trial site (Google Earth 2014, imagery 10/09/2015).
The field site is contained within the red lines.

6.2.2c – Forest Fragment
The majority of canopy trees within the forest fragment are P. radiata, with a few exotic poplar
species (Populus) scattered throughout. The understory is comprised mainly of perennial ryegrass
(Lolium multiflorum) with intermittent patches of gorse (U. europaeus) and wild blackberry (Rubus
fruticosus). Large patches of the forest floor in the centre of the fragment are left bare presumably
due to low light penetration and the acidic effect of shed pine needles. A row of poplar trees line a
short segment at the northern end of the study site. The 4 ha study site is located within a 9.5
hectare block, just over half of which is located on a neighbouring property (which is why the total
forest plot was not trialled). The two blocks are separated by a low wire fence. The surrounding
paddocks are comprised of perennial ryegrass (L. perenne) and white clover (Trifolium repens). A
combination of sheep (Ovis aries) and cattle (Bos taurus) graze both the surrounding paddocks as
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Figure 6.9: Google Earth image depicting the locations of 100 m WaxTag® lines at the Burnham site
(Google Earth 2014).
Dental analysis revealed whether each tag had received bites, and which species were responsible
for individual bites (Figures 6.10 and 6.11 below). In instances where bite marks were not easily
identifiable, a paper on forensic dental approaches to pest monitoring was used for reference
(Sakata 2011). Second and third opinions were also from provided by Tim Sjoberg and Dr James Ross
in cases where bite marks were still not easily distinguished, in an effort to make any inference on
possum populations within each plot as accurate as possible. In some instances, the presence of
possum fur left on the WaxTags® aided with identification.

Figure 6.10: WaxTag® bitten in the Hororata trial site displaying possum bite marks (Author’s
Photograph).
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Figure 6.11: WaxTag® bitten in the Hororata trial site displaying rodent bite marks (Author’s
Photograph).
Once all tags had been identified for the presence or absence of possum interference, a calculation
was used to establish a bite mark index (BMI) for each site. The BMI is the proportion of WaxTags®
per transect that displayed possum interference. It was calculated as below:
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐵𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛 𝑊𝑎𝑥𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑠
× 100
6
𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝐵𝑀𝐼′𝑠
× 100
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠
The BMI for the study site is representative of the overall possum population, through which a
relative abundance was calculated. The correlation between BMI calculations and actual possum
population numbers) can be used as reference for estimating the possum abundance (Thomas,
Morgan and Maddigan 2007). Thomas, Morgan and Maddigan (2007) state provide a correlation
between estimated BMI’s and overall possum population abundance for various sites across New
Zealand. Modelling simulations are used to determine the relationship between BMI and
approximate possum numbers per hectare (Thomas, Morgan and Maddigan 2007). A 10-night trial
used linear correlations of WaxTag® BMI indices which were compared with two other methods of
determining population abundance (mark-recapture and faecal DNA analysis). The relationship
between possums per hectare and BMI changes over the duration of the trial. For example, after 1
night in the field, a BMI of 30% suggested a population density of approximately 2.8 possums per
hectare. After 7 nights, the same BMI of 30% only correlated to a density of only 1.4 possums per
hectare. This difference is due to the increased opportunities of individual possums interfering with
multiple tags over a longer trial period.
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6.3.3 Mark-recapture and RTCI Trial
Initially the RTCI portion of the field trial was intended to occur following the DNA device trial, in
order to assure animals did not display overly wary behaviour towards novel devices in their
environment. It was assumed that possums that had been detained during the RTCI section would
perhaps become more wary of the DNA devices set out during the following weeks. However, we
decided that running the RTCI portion of the trial first would allow us to mark the animals with a
phosphorescent spray. This would allow for individual possum identification on Little Acorn® camera
traps during the DNA device trial, possibly providing valuable information on animals’ individual
behaviour towards the devices, and allow us to comment on the issue of contagion.
The RTCI trial took place over six nights at the Hororata location, and over five nights at the Burnham
site. At the Hororata site, a total of 15 traps were placed within the 13.71 hectare forest plot, giving a
trap density of approximately 1.1 per hectare. At the Burnham site, the trap density was higher, with
10 traps being deployed in the 4 ha block. Prior to the commencement of the trial, approximately 15
live capture traps were serviced. New triggers were constructed as required, and the hinges of each
trap were lubricated with CRC. The traps used were a combination of treadle (Trappers Cyanide
Limited, Canterbury, New Zealand) and trigger (Grieve Wrought Iron, Christchurch, New Zealand)
activated live-cage devices. As each trap was deployed, its location was marked using a Garmin60cxs,
before a GPS map of the trap locations at each forest plot was formed using the same method as
above (Figures 6.12 and 6.13 below). Each live cage trap was also accompanied by a Little Acorn®
trail camera (Model 6210A, 30 second video clips, 0 second intervals, and high-sensitivity) placed on
an adjacent tree roughly 1.5 m from the trap entrance. The idea behind filming possum interactions
with the cages was to determine how many visitations eventuated in detainments, and how many
possums refused to enter the traps. The cameras ultimately provide a fourth method of calculating
the approximate possum population within each plot.
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Figure 6.12: Google Earth image depicting the locations of live cage traps at the Hororata site, scale
is 1:232 m (Google Earth 2014).

Figure 6.13: Google Earth image depicting the locations of live cage traps at the Burnham site, scale
is 1:184 m (Google Earth 2014).
On the first two nights of trapping at each location, the devices were baited and set; cable ties were
used to prevent the traps from activating. The idea behind "dry" baiting the traps like this was to
allow as many animals as possible to familiarise with the devices and become familiar with entering
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the trap to retrieve the enclosed bait. Traps were baited with a combination of fresh apples coated in
either peanut butter or a cinnamon/sugar/flour mixture. In the trigger activated traps the bait was
suspended on the hook section of the trigger, and in the treadle activated traps the bait was placed
at the very far end of the cage. The traps were then deployed in sheltered areas close to trees with
the trap entrances cleared of foliage and debris. A white flour/cinnamon blaze was smeared on tree
trunks above the trap locations. Traps were serviced each day as legally required with baits replaced
as required. SD cards were replaced in each of the trail cameras and the footage was later
downloaded. After the second night, the cable ties were cut, leaving the traps activated.

Figure 6.14: Trigger trap accompanied by Little Acorn camera trap at the Hororata site (Author’s
Photograph).
The live capture traps continued to be serviced daily. If baits had been removed without the traps
being triggered, then they were replaced. If animals had been detained within the activated traps,
they were sprayed with a phosphorescent marker (Figure 6.15). Notes were taken on each animals’
appearance, coat colour and size, as well as any distinguishing markings or physical attributes such as
ear notches. The animals were then released from the cages, before the devices were reset and the
baits replaced. On subsequent days, all newly detained animals received the same treatment as
above, whereas animals previously caught were recorded and released. At the Hororata site, after
three nights of trapping, the cages were then re-baited and left "dry" again for another three nights,
followed finally by another three nights of trapping (reasoning provided below). All of the data from
both trial sites was accumulated for analysis.
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Figure 6.15: Animal detained at the Burnham forest site displaying phosphorescent yellow marking
(Author’s Photograph).
The NPCA website (http://www.npca.org.nz/index.php/templates/rtci-calculation) contains an online
calculator for RTCI which was used to calculate approximate possum numbers from both locations
from the first three nights of trapping. The calculator includes weather, data such as rain nights,
which was retrieved from the NIWA website.
Similarly to the BMI trial, the RTCI figures calculated at each location were compared using the
Thomas, Morgan and Maddigan (2007) paper as a guideline of relative abundance. This paper
contains a correlation between BMI and RTCI as calculated from the results of 4 individual trials
where both methods of estimation were utilised. Figure 6.16 shows how one of the correlations is
presented by Thomas, Morgan and Maddigan (2007). The paper then describes correlations between
BMI estimates and possums caught throughout the various studies. Using regression analyses, the
authors are able to accurately predict possum population abundances and densities (per/ha) for
various BMI scores at one, two, four, seven and ten night intervals. These regressions are all
accompanied by R2 values above 0.9. Using an average between the two and four night intervals, I
calculated estimated population abundance and density for the BMI and RTCI operations at both the
Hororata and Burnham locations.
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Figure 6.16: Correlation between BMI and RTCI over a seven night trapping period as calculated
from the results of four possum population studies (Thomas, Morgan, Maddigan 2007).
One of the assumptions of the RTCI calculator on the NPCA website is that the animal population
remains constant during the period of the trial, meaning no animals die, give birth, immigrate or
emigrate whilst trapping occurs. Because these trials took place over a relatively short period of time,
it was assumed the possum populations were closed within each forest plot. The farm manager
responsible for animal trapping and shooting within the Hororata site was asked to refrain from
hunting throughout the trial period.

6.3.4 DNA Device Trial
The final DNA devices were constructed with help from a bio-engineer, Ian Domigan of Lincoln
University. Each device was labelled between 1 and 10, with devices 1-5 allocated to the Burnham
field site, and devices 6-10 to the Hororata plot. Devices were spread across their respective field
sites evenly, and each location was marked using the Garmin60cxs (Figures 6.17 and 6.18 below).
Density rates were 1.25/ha for Burnham and 0.36/ha for Hororata. The differing density rates were a
result of limited availability of field ready DNA devices, however the difference in these densities
eventually allowed for comments to be made on device sensitivity/ideal density. Where the ground
was hard, metal poles were first driven into the ground with a DNA device placed on top. In areas
where the soil was softer, the PVC tube was strong enough to be pushed straight into the ground
without the mounting pole. The devices were baited using a small rubber fishing lure instead of the
plastic baiter, which was coated with “Smooth in a Tube”. The plastic baiters were not included
throughout the field trials for several reasons. First, there was an issue with obtaining enough of
them in time for the commencement of the trial. Second, because devices were only being placed in
the field for a period of 3 nights, and were being serviced daily, rodent interference of the lure was
not considered an issue. Each DNA capture device was accompanied by a Little Acorn® camera trap.
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at Hororata, and 7.23 individuals at Burnham (Figure 6.19 above), based on the BMI approximations
from trials previously run in association with live trapping regimes. At densities of 2.1 and 1.9 animals
per hectare, the possum population of both sites can be considered on the low side for New Zealand
environments (James Ross, personal communication, 2015).

6.4.2 RTCI Trial
Following the commencement of the field trial at the Hororata site it became known that one of the
employees of the farm was continuing to remove possum individuals from the forest plot for fur
retrieval. A combination of live trapping and shooting had been frequently repeated within the site,
influencing animal behaviour. Following the first round of live trapping (Figure 6.20 below) it became
evident that the trapping and shooting had influenced animals’ approaches towards live cage traps.
Very few animals were detained despite the relatively promising BMI’s recorded during the previous
week. For this reason, the traps were left baited with an apple coated in a cinnamon/flour mixture
but unset for another 3 nights at the conclusion of the first mark-recapture operation. This was an
attempt to acclimatise the animals to the devices and hopefully return some of their naturally
inquisitive behaviour. This is the reason why there are 2 RTCI calculations for the Hororata field site.
Camera traps did not accompany the cage traps during the second trapping period, which is why this
data is absent.

Figure 6.20: Graphic depiction of Hororata field site showing trap locations and positions of animal
detainments across the first three night period including repeat detainments.
The first three night period of trapping in the Hororata site yielded just two possum detainments
(Figure 6.20). This equated to a RTCI calculation of 4.4% from the NPCA website. Papers detailing the
correlation between RTCI percentages and possum abundance suggest this number represents a very
low-low population density (Brown, Thomas and Ross 2008, Thomas et al., 2003). Thomas, Morgan
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and Maddigan (2007) estimate that a RTCI calculation of 4.4% over the 13.71 hectare plot represents
a potential possum population of 14-15 individuals, or a BMI estimate of around 10, much lower than
the 33% from the actual BMI exercise. Interestingly, 10 distinctively different animals (ascertained on
account of general size, colouration, visible ear notches and other defining characteristics) during the
first three nights of surveillance were witnessed interacting with cages on the camera footage,
without physically entering the traps.

Figure 6.21: Graphic depiction of Hororata field site showing trap locations and positions of animal
detainments across the second three night period including repeat detainments.
Figure 6.21 graphically depicts the possum detainments encountered during the second 3 night
trapping period in the Hororata site. A total of four traps achieved animal detainments over the three
night period, with one of those being a repeat detainment of a small juvenile. When the data was run
through the RTCI calculator on the NPCA website, this time it revealed a catch rate of 8.9%. This was
an increase of 4.5% when compared with the RTCI operation performed in the same location under a
week previously, suggesting the extra 3 nights of trap acclimatisation had rekindled the animals
inquisitive behaviour. The RTCI figure of 8.9% possible equates to a possum population of 20-21
individuals when using the Thomas, Morgan and Maddigan (2007) paper as a guide line, or an
equivalent BMI estimate of 24, much closer to the 33% actual estimate.
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Figure 6.22: Graphic depiction of Burnham field site showing trap locations and positions of animal
detainments across the three night period including repeat detainments.
A total of three detainments were recorded from the 10 live cage traps in the Burnham field site over
three nights. One of these detainments was a repeat of an animal captured the night previously. An
RTCI figure of 10.0% was calculated for the Burnham field site. This RTCI calculation correlates with a
rough population estimate of 7-8 individuals, or an equivalent BMI of 15-20. Footage from the
camera traps adjacent to cage traps recorded four identifiable individuals over the three night
period. The map shows no real patterns of detainment, with the only recaptured individual (a
juvenile male) coming from the same trap following the first and second evenings (Figure 6.22).
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6.4.3 DNA Device Trial
Table 6.1: Details of target animal encounters with DNA devices at the two field sites, including
success of interaction, behaviours witnessed and whether the individual responsible had been
previously detained/witnessed at other devices or the same device.
Location

Behaviours Witnessed

Device Triggered?

Hororata

Baiter licked/chewed, removed from
magnet and device triggered.

√

Repeat
Encounter?
×

Hororata

Baiter licked/chewed before animal
lost interest.

×

×

Hororata

Baiter licked/chewed, removed from
magnet and device triggered.
Baiter licked/chewed, baiter
completely removed as well as
magnet released, device triggered.
Animal sniffs device but does not
take baiter in mouth
Baiter licked/chewed before animal
disturbed by 2nd possum
Baiter licked/chewed, removed from
magnet and device triggered.
Baiter licked/chewed, device not
activated before animal lost interest.
Animal returns briefly after and
triggers device
Baiter licked/chewed, removed from
magnet and device triggered.
Baiter licked/chewed, removed from
magnet and device triggered.
Baiter licked/chewed, baiter
completely removed as well as
magnet released, device triggered.
Baiter licked/chewed, removed from
magnet and device triggered.
Baiter licked/chewed, removed from
magnet and device triggered.
Baiter licked/chewed, removed from
magnet and device triggered.

√

×

√

×

×

×

×

√

√

×

√

×

√

×

√

×

√

×

√

×

√

√

√

×

Hororata

Hororata
Hororata
Hororata
Burnham

Burnham
Burnham
Burnham

Burnham
Burnham
Burnham

Table 6.1 details all of the witnessed interactions possum individuals made with the DNA devices at
both the Hororata and Burnham locations. Footage was downloaded from Little Acorn camera traps
accompanying each DNA device at both locations. Video analysis showed whether each device had
received target animal interference, and recorded behaviours witnessed during each encounter
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camera footage estimates of 7, 7, and 4 respectively. Reasons why the sensitivity and accuracy of the
DNA device estimates compared with other methods of monitoring were more successful at the
Burnham site than the Hororata site are also covered in the discussion below. As stated, five devices
were placed at both locations, for a period of three nights each. Out of the five devices placed in the
mixed podocarp forest plot at Hororata, three individual devices were triggered, one of which was
triggered twice. Two devices remained set for the entire 3-night sampling period. In the pine
plantation at Burnham, all five devices were triggered at least once over the 3-night trial, whilst two
of these devices were triggered twice giving a total of seven successful possum interactions.
Table 6.2: Details of non-target animal encounters with DNA devices at both field locations,
including success of interaction, behaviours witnessed and whether the individual responsible had
been previously detained.
Animal
Blackbird
Blackbird
Hare
Hare
Feral Cat 1
Feral Cat 1

Feral Cat 2

Feral Cat 2
Feral Cat 2
Hedgehog
Sparrow

Behaviours Witnessed
No physical interaction
No physical interaction
Investigates baiter with mouth,
no licking/chewing
Investigates device, no
interaction with baiter
Investigates baiter with mouth,
no licking/chewing
Appears to lick pre-feed off
baiter, followed by no further
interaction
Investigates baiter with mouth,
licks pre-feed, stands on hind
legs against device
Investigates baiter with mouth,
licks pre-feed
No physical interaction
No physical interaction
No physical interaction

Device Triggered?
×
×
×
×
×
×

×

×
×
×
×

One of the benefits of running a field trial with video surveillance was the ability to test the device
against non-target species. As discussed previously, non-target animals can prematurely trigger
devices as well as consuming baits intended to attract possums. Eleven different individual
interactions between non-target species and the DNA devices were recorded at both locations. Feral
cats displayed the most interest in the devices, and their impacts were more concerning than other
species. Out of the five feral cat interactions (involving at least two cats) four encounters involved
the removal of significant amounts of the pre-feed bait. No other species displayed a particular
interest in the baited section of the device. Positively, none of the 11 interactions resulted in any
device being prematurely triggered. No rodent interactions were recorded, despite the definite
presence of rats and mice within both forest plots as shown on camera footage from the live
trapping operation. In terms of physical interactions, one feral cat was recorded standing on its hind
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legs with its forelimbs propped against the plastic housing. Despite apparently placing its full weight
against the device, it remained standing and no damage was incurred. Potential methods for
countering the impact of feral cats on the device require discussion.
Table 6.3: Comparison of various possum monitoring devices in regards to construction time,
deployment time, servicing time, weight, and size.

Device

Weight

WaxTag®

20-22 g

Chew Card

10-15 g

Leg Hold Trap
(not elevated)

370-396
g

Cage Trap

30005000 g

DNA Device

200-210
g

Size

H 120 mm x W
60 mm
H 90 mm x L
180 mm
H 80 mm x L
130 mm
H 265-320 mm
x W 245-300
mm x L 660785 mm
H 300 mm x W
35 mm

Relative
Servicing
Time

Total
Estimated
Daily Set Up
(see text)

15-30
seconds
15-30
seconds
120-240
seconds

1 hour 38
mins
1 hour 38
mins
1 hour 51
mins

120-180 seconds

60-180
seconds

2 hour 11
mins

$53.46/ha

45-60 seconds

60-120
seconds

1 hour 1 min

$13.61/ha

Relative
Construction/Deployment
Time

30 seconds
30 seconds
120-180 seconds

Set Up Cost
per Hectare

$6.00/ha
$4.40/ha
$8.97/ha

Table 6.3 displays the field deployment characteristics of the most common devices for possum
population monitoring. Simple light-weight devices, such as WaxTags® and Chew Cards take
significantly less time to deploy (30 and 30-45 seconds, respectively) than detainment devices such
as leg hold and cage traps (both roughly 120-180 seconds each). Servicing time relates to devices
displaying signs of interference. The heavier detainment based devices also require a longer servicing
time, which involves tagging/marking and releasing any captured animals, before re-baiting and
resetting the trap. WaxTags® and Chew Cards simply require removal from the tree/fence post to
which they have been attached. The DNA device sits in the middle for most categories provided
above. Whilst heavier than WaxTags® and Chew Cards, it is slightly lighter than leg hold traps and a
lot lighter than cage traps. It takes slightly longer to install and service than the light weight options
and slightly less time than the detainment methods. The servicing time of the DNA device relates to
inspection, and swabbing the interfered baited before replacing it and setting the magnet trigger, not
to mention the lab time required to analyse the samples. Importantly, the DNA device is still within a
period of refinement, and there is definitely potential to further reduce its weight and size. There is
an important trade-off between the characteristics of these devices and the level of information each
supplies during a pest monitoring operation. For example, the chew card can be used in large
numbers at any one time due to its light weight, compact nature. However, it cannot provide
information such as the age, sex, weight and disease status of the animal responsible for its
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interference. Cage traps can only be carried in small numbers and take a long time to set up, inspect
and retrieve. However, they provide detailed information about host populations that may be
required to fully understand control efforts necessary or the success of control programmes and
contractors. The trade-off between practicality and information retrieval is further discussed below.
The second to last column on the right hand side shows daily set up times estimated for a 25 ha
forest plot. The estimations are made on a 500 m x 500 m grid, assuming flat land and medium
density bush. In a 25 ha plot such as this, 25 DNA devices, leg hold traps and cage traps could be
deployed at a density of 1/ha. 15 x 100 m WaxTag® and chew card transects with devices every 20 m
would give a total of 90 each for the theoretical plot. Walking time through medium density bush
across flat land has been generously estimated at 90 seconds per 100 m. Calculating the shortest
possible travelling distances between devices, in addition to set up times listed for each device,
provides a rough estimate for the figures in this column. Since the DNA devices can presumably be
deployed at a similar density to cages and traps, however, they take less time to establish, they
performed favourably in this theoretical scenario. Even if the density of devices was doubled to 2/ha,
total set up time for the same plot would still be less than that of WaxTag® and chew card transects
(1 hour 26 mins vs 1 hour 38 mins). Cage traps have been assigned an extra 20 minute period for
returning to the vehicle and back to the site, as not all 25 traps could be carried at once. Finally, the
furthest right column of Table 6.3 above shows the rough estimate for set up cost per hectare,
calculated by: (device cost x number of devices) + ((worst case establishment time + shortest route
time) x $40/hour labour cost). Setting up the theoretical DNA device trial above would cost more
than WaxTag®, chew cards and leg holds, but would be significantly cheaper than live cage trapping.
There are several important factors to consider when evaluating the costs of the above theoretical
field situation in relation to device efficiency. First, although costs of setting up and servicing DNA
devices may seem comparable to other methods, having collected samples processed for genetic
analysis is where the real cost of this method lies. For example, the DNA devices described in the
theoretical trial above could be set up for a cost of approximately $340.00 ($12.00 manufacture cost
per device (Chapter Three) + 1 hour 1 min of labour at $40/hour). This compares with set up costs for
WaxTag® ($150.00), chew card ($110.00), leg hold ($224.00) and cage trap ($1,336.00) operations.
On top of the set up costs for DNA devices, if 1 single sample was collected from each device, the
current cost of having these 25 samples processed by Ecogene would be between $2,375.00$3,125.00, depending on the quality of DNA retrieved which dictates how many PCR cycles must be
completed. Also, when considering the cost effectiveness of these methods, it must be noted that leg
hold and cage traps must be checked daily in accordance with the Animal Welfare Act 1999. This
means true labour costs are actually higher for active detainment methods of monitoring. In an
industry where resources for monitoring are limited, this can often be a determining factor as to
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which method is employed. Both DNA device (sample processing costs) and leghold/cage trapping
(labour intensity) make these methods of calculating abundance more expensive than their WaxTag®
and chew card alternatives. This theoretical trial highlights the trade-off between cost efficiency and
the level of information retrieved from various monitoring methods. Whilst chew cards and
WaxTags® are cheap to set up and service, they provide little information on population abundance
and structure. In scenarios where budgets are less limiting and/or a higher standard of monitoring is
required, the increased cost of DNA device or active detainment monitoring is worth the information
received.
Table 6.4: Summary of possum population estimates per hectare for two field locations using BMI,
RTCI and DNA device calculations

BMI

Total
RTCI

DNA

BMI

Per Hectare
RTCI

DNA

Burnham
(4 ha, pine
plantation)

7.23

7-8

6

1.9

1.9

1.5

Hororata
(13.71 ha,
mixed
podocarp)

28.79

20-21
(second
attempt)

4

2.1

1.5

0.3

Table 6.4 is a summary of total population estimates and individuals per hectare for the Burnham
and Hororata field sites, based on the three monitoring methods used during the two trials. As
discussed, the approximate population figures for BMI, RTCI and DNA device efforts in the Burnham
site are comparable (7.23, 7-8 and 6 respectively). This similarity was not replicated in figures
estimated from the Hororata site, where the DNA device approximation of 4 was much lower than
both BMI and RTCI values.
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6.5 Discussion
As mentioned above, the Thomas, Morgan and Maddigan (2007) paper was used to compare BMI
estimates to probable population densities. Although no correlation was observed by the authors
after a 3 night period, a combination of the 2 and 4 night indices suggest the Hororata BMI
calculation of 33% represents a possum density of 2.1 animals per hectare. The Burnham BMI of
29.98% represents a slightly lower possum density of 1.9 per hectare. When these densities are
extrapolated into the total area covered by each site, Hororata boasts an approximate possum
population of 28.79. The Burnham field site is a 3.815 hectare plot within a 9.575 hectare forest
fragment. The population estimate of the plot itself judged on the 3 night BMI was 7.23 animals,
which may be part of a total forest plot population of 18.2. Literature suggests that the respective
densities of both sites (2.1 and 1.9/ha) are on the low side for possum populations across New
Zealand (Rouco et al., 2013). This finding is not surprising given the high level of control run previous
to the field trial in the Hororata site, and the low level of palatable feed/dense understory in the
Burnham site. The factors contributing to these low population densities are further discussed below.
Whilst possums are naturally highly inquisitive, they often display neophobia towards devices which
require entry through enclosed spaces (Sjoberg 2013). Trappers regularly shift transect lines between
areas within a control site to avoid the likelihood of remaining individuals displaying “trap shyness”
(Sweetapple et al., 2002). Other authors describe similar findings with RTCI operations where high
levels of invasive control precede live trapping (Ball et al., 2005). Although less intrusive than cage
traps due to their open architecture and dangling baiter, the DNA devices still require a higher level
of interaction than WaxTags®. Perhaps this explains why both trapping and DNA device interactions
provided a lower possum density in the Hororata site than the BMI estimates suggested. Also,
individual identifications using cameras placed opposite traps and DNA devices proved difficult,
perhaps reducing population estimates calculated through these methods. The recent trapping and
shooting for the retrieval of fur by the local farm manager within the forest plot may have
heightened possum awareness of novel devices. Figure 6.24 below represents two of many examples
of possums displaying wary behaviour towards the trigger cage traps used during the RTCI operations
of both sites. I propose that intensive previous control is partly to blame for the difference between
the BMI population estimate compared with RTCI and DNA device figures within the Hororata field
site.
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Figure 6.24: Possum individuals investigating cage traps within the Hororata trial site. The animals
subsequently never entered the trap and were not detained (Author’s Photographs).
BMI calculations suggest the overall population density of both sites was slightly higher than would
be suggested through interactions with the DNA devices. The higher sensitivity of WaxTags® in both
locations may be related to device visibility. The visibility of the WaxTag® has been increased
throughout several iterations of design, including the use of different coloured plastics,
phosphorescent tags, flour blazes and flavoured wax (Ogilvie et al., 2006, Thomas et al., 2003,
Thomas and Maddigan 2004). Over time, efficacy of WaxTag® operations have benefited from
extensive research surrounding device sensitivity. Ogilvie et al., (2006) discuss how the addition of a
flour blaze on adjacent trees significantly increased possum detectability through WaxTag®
monitoring. Other authors have discussed the ability to increase a monitoring devices sensitivity
through the addition of coloured backing boards (Warburton and Yockney 2009), fluorescent tags
(Thomas et al., 2003), flour blazes (Thomas and Maddigan 2004) and even animal imitation noise
boxes (Kavermann 2013). For example, Warburton and Yockney (2009) documented a 50% higher
detainment rate from leg hold traps when they were accompanied by a white backing board.
Similarly, Thomas and Maddigan (2004) found that the addition of luminescent paint or tags to
WaxTags® significantly increased possum interference when compared to plain white WaxTags®. The
field trial results for the number of possums visiting DNA devices suggest sensitivity is an issue that
requires further attention. This was particularly evident in the Hororata site, where BMI estimates
calculated the potential possum population at 28.79 individuals, and a more conservative camera
footage estimate had this number at 10.00, yet the DNA devices successfully documented just four
individual animals from seven interactions. In the Hororata site, DNA devices were deployed in much
lower numbers than WaxTags®, highlighting the importance of understanding device density when
designing monitoring programmes. At the Burnham location, where the device density per hectare
was significantly higher, the number of possum interactions with DNA devices was much more
closely related to the BMI estimate, and exceeded encounters captured on camera. This difference in
accuracy of population estimation with regards to device density would generally suggest a lack of
visibility. Further trials using the DNA devices could incorporate methods of increasing device
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visibility, such as applying different coloured tags or florescent enhancers, as well as tampering with
trap density to determine an optimum concentration.
One benefit of the field trial was having the ability to test the devices against the destructive
behaviours of wild possums and other non-target species. Possums are known for their destructive
nature towards novel devices, particularly those used for monitoring (Gillies and Williams 2013, Tim
Sjoberg, personal communication, 2014). A combination of the possums’ inquisitive nature (Sjoberg
2013) and their intense bite and forelimb strength requires devices to be made of robust materials.
The field trial showed the need for a high tensile attachment between the baiter and the wire which
connects it to the magnet. The make-shift baiters (made of rubber fishing lures) that were put in
place for the period of the field trial (aforementioned rodent proof baiters were not available) were
prone to removal through pulling or heavy chewing. Overall however, the devices performed well
when exposed to wild possum behaviour. No devices were damaged, pushed over, or removed from
their mounting poles. Besides the rubber baiters, no other damage to the wiring or attachment
points was sustained.

Figure 6.25: Multiple possum encounters displaying robustness of DNA device design. An attempt
to pull the device out of the ground on the left and heavy pulling and chewing of the baited wire
section on the right (Author’s Photographs).
No device was successfully triggered by a non-target species at either location throughout the
duration of both field trials. Only one substantial encounter by a non-target species was recorded,
involving a feral cat removing the majority of the pre-feed bait. Even this encounter involved no
significant chewing or biting and the magnet was not released. Other non-target interactions
included those with rats, mice, hares, stoats and birds. Although further field testing is required to
determine the impacts of non-target species on the device, perhaps the use of possum specific bait is
worth consideration.
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Figure 6.26: Feral cat leaning on DNA device whilst investigating baiter within the Burnham field
site. Device remained standing and set (Author’s Photograph).
Table 6.3 details some field practical attributes of common possum monitoring devices, including the
DNA collecting prototypes created during this project. Wildlife managers have historically relied on
heavy, detainment based devices, such as cage and leg-hold traps. However, recent technology
advancements have shifted towards more lightweight alternatives (Thomas et al., 2003, Brown 2000,
Ogilvie et al., 2006). Light weight options, such as WaxTags® and chew cards, allow more devices to
be distributed within the field at any one time. This results in a larger sample size covering a larger
area, increasing the accuracy of population estimates (Brown 2000). Field efficiency is also increased
by reducing the time a wildlife manager spends installing and checking/servicing individual devices
(James Ross, personal communication, 2013). For example, devices that can be viewed from a
distance and assessed for the presence of interference allow researchers to maximise the number of
devices serviced over a certain period. For this reason, we desired a device which was comparable in
weight and size to both tracking tunnels and WaxTags®. Ideally the device would also require less
installation and servicing time than live traps. The comparison within Table 6.3 shows that whilst not
as light or compact as WaxTags® and chew cards, it does save significant weight when compared with
detainment based equipment. Service and installation times are obviously slightly higher than the
light weight alternatives, which is reflective of the care required for extracting DNA samples from
interfered baiters without contamination or sampler error. Additionally, the fact that the baiter
dangles below the entrance to the device means that interference can be identified from a distance.
It is important to consider that the weight and size dimensions of the DNA devices can be further
reduced through refinement, and that the breakdown nature of the plastic body increases the
number that can be carried at any one time. Overall, I am confident that the DNA device described
throughout this report satisfies the AHB’s field practicality requests.
The role seasonal fluctuations play on possum behaviour and activity is well documented for New
Zealand conditions. Evidence suggests there is a strong difference between possum’s naturally
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occurring behaviour and the behaviour they display towards baited and lured devices during certain
seasons (Jackson, Hartley and Linklater 2015). During the warmer months of spring and summer,
food is readily abundant. As a result, possum activity is high. Despite increased possum activity due
to an abundance of their preferred food sources, interactions with devices and traps is decreased.
This is because they have fewer desires for the lures and baits these devices offer. During the colder
months of winter and autumn, available possum food is less-plentiful. This results in decreased
possum activity as a whole. The lower levels of preferred possum food mean baits and lures become
a more attractive option, increasing possum activity around traps (Sjoberg 2013). Forsyth et al.,
(2005) commented on the trapability of possums during three seasons of the year. Their research
found capture probability decreased as overall numbers increase. This correlated with an influx of
available food resources at the beginning of spring (September). It would seem that there is merit
behind the theory that possum activity around devices increases during winter and autumn when
resources are lower. For this reason, DOC operations using cereal 1080 pellets are generally
completed during winter, when populations are lower and resources are scarce, resulting in higher
levels of bait take (Brown and Urlich 2005). Despite the evidence that animal interactions with baits
and devices are generally higher during winter, we witnessed low interference with live cage traps
and DNA devices through the trial period of June and August. It could be said that seasonal
fluctuation of possum behaviour was less of an influence on results during this trial than prior control
regimes and limited preferential food sources in the respective sites. It would be interesting to
repeat the trial at differing stages of the year. This would determine the effectiveness of the DNA
devices at measuring possum abundance during periods where alternative food sources are both
high and low. Overall, any monitoring device is prone to seasonal fluctuation, particularly when it is
reliant on food based lures.
Jacometti, Frampton and Hickling (2007) discuss the movement, feeding habits and trap ability of
possums within Pinus radiata stands of various ages. Feeding damage associated with possum
populations in these forest plantations, is related to pine-needle and seedling consumption. Usually
P. radiata seedlings and needles make up less than 10% of a possum’s diet; however, in the colder
months of autumn and winter this figure can be as high as 40% (Clout 1977). Bark and reproductive
cones also provide important food sources when usual vegetative growth is limited. Possum feeding
activity in P. radiata forests is said to decrease over time as the trees become older (Jacometti,
Frampton and Hickling 2007). Additionally, the authors found that damage to P. radiata stands was
significantly decreased when the forest understory is comprised of palatable plant species, and
sparse understories enable animals to move around more freely, increasing their probability of being
trapped or monitored. This information relates closely to the Burnham study site, where overall
possum numbers were low, difficult to trap, and slightly difficult to monitor. Whilst the understory
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was densely populated, the species comprising this understory were highly unpalatable. Blackberry
(R. fruticosus) and gorse (U. europaeus) are prominent amongst thick perennial ryegrass patches, and
the understory is made denser by the abundance of fallen trees. Due to the make-up of the
understory, the visibility is low, possibly explaining why animals present in the plot found it difficult
to locate traps and monitoring devices. The plot is roughly 25 years old, with little new growth
enabled due to occasional stock grazing within the forest fragment. As Jacometti, Frampton and
Hickling (2007) have suggested, this lack of young (less than 3 years of age) pine trees and seedlings
may explain the overall low possum activity within the site. It is probable that a combination of these
factors led to low rates of success for both the mark-recapture operation as well as activation of the
DNA devices. If the DNA device is to become a worthy, standalone monitoring tool to be pursued
further, device visibility and attractiveness must be a consideration in forest fragments where both
population numbers and visibility are low.
One of the most important factors to consider when discussing the time and resources required to
deploy various monitoring devices is the return of information offered by each method. There is a
trade-off between time taken/energy expended to deploy and service the devices, with the quality of
information received. For example, WaxTags® are light weight and compact, meaning many can be
deployed within a trial site at any one time. Although there are obvious practical benefits of using
WaxTags® or other light weight devices, such as tracking tunnels and chew cards, they provide very
little information about the individual animal responsible for interference. On the other hand, live
capture operations rely on heavy duty, bulkier devices such as cage and leg hold traps. They provide
a complete analysis of the animal responsible for their interference, such as age, weight, sex and
disease status. Whilst they may appear less practical than light weight alternatives, in certain
instances the information they provide outweighs their practical shortcomings. A device, such as the
DNA device presented throughout the duration of this report, can afford to be slightly heavier or
bulkier than a WaxTag® or tracking tunnel, due to the quality of genetic information it supplies. It
falls somewhere between the two extremes of monitoring equipment. Currently available DNA
technology already allows us to identify gender through genetic markers (Julia Allwood, Personal
Communication, 2016), and strains of pathogenic organisms can be identified using similar
techniques (Schwartz, Luikart and Waples 2006). As DNA technology improves, so too will the
usefulness of non-invasive collected samples.

6.6 Conclusions
Arguably the most relevant aspect of device performance highlighted by the field trial was the role
device density played at both locations. At the Hororata location, a lower DNA device density
(0.36/hectare) most likely contributed to receiving just four individually identifiable animal
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encounters compared with BMI and RTCI population estimates suggesting roughly 28.79 and 20-21
individuals reside within the 13.71 hectare plot. In the Burnham forest segment, the device density
was much higher (1.25/hectare), and although there was a significantly lack of visibility and palatable
plant species, the six recorded animal encounters more closely resembled the 7.23 and 7 individuals
estimated from BMI and RTCI estimates. The sensitivity of DNA devices deployed at both the
Hororata and Burnham field sites possibly suffered due to shortcomings in attractiveness. The
additions of phosphorescent tags, brightly coloured plastics and strongly flavoured baiters are
options for increasing device visibility and attractiveness to target animals. Other significant reasons
for the differences in accuracy of the DNA devices at each site were discussed. The device performed
positively when exposed to non-target species interactions, including those from feral cats and exotic
birds. During such interactions, no devices were prematurely triggered. Also, no interactions were
recorded between the DNA devices and rodent individuals, although further testing in high rodent
density sites is required to fully comment on the “rodent proof” nature of this prototype. Finally,
comparisons drawn between the DNA devices and commonly utilised possum monitoring equipment
shows it is field practical (light weight, compact, time efficient to set/service, cost per hectare of
establishment). On the whole, the device meets the requirements set out by the AHB, at the same
time as effectively calculating possum populations when trap density and visibility are sufficient.

6.7 Proof of Concept
Researchers from Lincoln University’s Ecology Department and Landcare Research completed a much
larger scale field trial in April 2015, using devices developed from the results of this study (Ross,
Nugent and Cruickshank 2015, unpublished). The aim was to uniquely identify possum individuals
within a forest fragment of 146 hectares by using DNA collection devices aligned within a monitoring
transect and later leg-hold trapping. The trial was completed in Omahu Bush, a regenerating mixed
podocarp-broadleaf forest on Banks Peninsula, Canterbury. Initially, chew cards were used to identify
sites within the bush where possums were resident. Ninety chew cards were placed at 30 m intervals
along pre-existing tracks, and remained in the field for seven nights. Consequently, six “hot-spot”
sites were identified for DNA collecting device deployment. The devices were deployed in clusters of
5-7, arranged at locations where sequential chew cards had been bitten. The devices were monitored
daily for one week, then at seven day intervals for a further three weeks, a total of 10 sampling
nights. The devices were essentially the same design as described in Chapter 5; however, the wax tip
of a WaxTag® replaced the plastic baiters, as DNA had already been successfully collected from
WaxTags® in the past (Duenas-Serrano 2013) and the ability to collect saliva DNA from a rubber
surface had not been confirmed. When bitten (regardless of whether the device was triggered) the
wax blocks were removed and replaced. Removed wax blocks were swabbed and stored in an
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isometric tube prior to DNA analysis. In total, 122 salivary samples were collected from triggered
devices over the 28 night trial period, with an average of 3.81 samples/device. Following the final
sampling night, the DNA collection devices were replaced with 42 leg-hold traps, set for a total of six
nights. Any possums detained were killed, their sex/age class was recorded and an ear notch was
taken for DNA analysis. Chew card indices suggested the possum density within the forest fragment
was low-moderate (31%) and 22 possums were trapped over the 6-night period giving a trap/catch
density of 8.7 possums per 100 traps.
Table 6.4 – Details of the DNA device sites deployed in Omahu Bush including the number of
devices at each site, % DNA devices bitten at each check, and the number of possums subsequently
trapped at each site (Ross, Nugent and Cruickshank 2015, unpublished).
Site ID

No. Possums Trapped

No. DNA Devices

% DNA wax tag devices bitten by possums per night
N1

N2

N3

N4

N5

N6

N7

N14

N21

N28

1

2

7

0

14

14

28

0

57

14

100

100

100

7

2

5

0

80

20

0

0

0

0

60

100

100

35

1

5

0

20

20

20

0

20

80

100

100

100

40

1

5

0

0

20

0

0

20

40

80

100

60

78

4

5

0

20

0

60

40

-

-

40

60

100

83

8

5

0

20

0

60

20

-

-

100

60

60

As Table 6.4 above shows, no DNA devices were interfered with on the first night of sampling;
however, possum interference activity increased over time. When the devices had been present in
the field for 14 days, successfully triggered devices within the whole study site reached 80%. After 21
and 28 days, this figure was 86.7%. These figures show that when initial wariness of the devices is
reduced, successful possum interactions with the device increase. Interestingly, these devices were
placed in the field for a significantly longer period of time than the field trials at Hororata and
Burnham. Perhaps wariness of the devices described in these trials would have been reduced given a
longer trial period and more devices per hectare.
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The tissue and saliva samples recorded from the trial were sent to Ecogene® for analysis. Seven
possum-specific microsatellites were amplified using the same techniques as described in Chapter
Four. Of the 122 samples collected, 83 were genotyped giving a success rate of 68%. Ecogene were
able to accurately identify 17 individual possums from the 75 samples with a QI score above the
acceptable level of 0.5. Of the 22 animals caught and killed during the six night trapping period,
seven ear notch samples matched saliva samples collected from DNA devices. This means that 10
animals that deposited saliva samples onto DNA devices were not trapped during the subsequent
RTCI event, and 15 trapped animals did not leave uniquely identifiable saliva samples on DNA
devices. As mentioned during Chapter Four, the QI score of a sample is an indication of
quality/quantity of DNA. Ecogene found that time had no significant effect on QI score even after
seven days in the field. This finding is in keeping with the results of Chapter Four that show
protection from moisture and UV light can extend the amplifiable period of non-invasively collected
saliva samples.
There were several main conclusions drawn from the Landcare Research trial which relate to utility
of DNA collection devices. The first was that the DNA devices protected the integrity of collected
saliva samples for long enough to allow genotyping of 68% of samples, a significant improvement
from previously trialled saliva at 40% (Duenas-Serrano 2013) and faecal collections at 35% (Morgan
et al., 2007). Future research methods described in Chapter Seven suggest that this figure could be
increased even further. The second and arguably most important conclusion was that not all animals
biting the DNA devices could be later trapped using leg-holds, and not all animals trapped using leg
holds had bitten DNA collection devices. This goes to show that a combined approach of trapping
AND analysis using DNA devices may be the best approach to accurately measuring population
density (although this would increase the costs of current monitoring operations). The researchers
comment on the benefit of being able to leave the DNA devices in the field for at least seven nights
prior to sample collection without resulting in significant DNA degradation. Finally, Nugent, Ross and
Cruickshank (2015) comment on the current expense of DNA analysis; however, state this could be
reduced by outsourcing overseas or processing larger batches of samples. One important aspect that
the Landcare Research trial was able to answer was how long the DNA devices needed in the field to
maximise possum encounter rates. Time and funding restrictions meant that DNA devices were only
placed in the field at Burnham and Hororata for only three nights. The Landcare trial showed that
after three nights, total trigger rate across the whole Omahu Bush study site was 12.3%. After 14
days (the recommended bench mark of the AHB), this figure had risen to 80%. Combining the results
of the Landcare Research project, with the results taken from Hororata and Burnham, supply a good
indication that a density above one device per hectare, and a monitoring period of 14 days or longer
provides the best opportunity to maximise possum encounters.
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Chapter 7
Main Findings, Research Limitations, and Future Research
Outcomes
7.1 Main Findings
One of the main research objectives of the project was determining whether protecting noninvasively collected DNA samples from environmental exposure enabled us to correctly identify a
higher number of individual animals after a 14-day period in the field when compared with
uncovered samples exposed for the same length of time. We found that samples collected from wax
portions of bitten WaxTags® left under UV and light proof housing units yielded a significantly higher
success rate when identifying possum individuals after a 14 day period. This finding formed the basis
of the designs used during the pen trials, which all included some form of PVC housing unit to shelter
licked, bitten or chewed baiters. Further evidence from the Landcare Research trial described at the
conclusion of Chapter Six suggests that saliva samples collected from a wild possum population can
be used for individual identification after at least 7 days following an interaction.
Trials conducted at the Johnstone Memorial Laboratory animal facility as well as both field sites in
Hororata and Burnham allowed us to comment on the nature of animal encounters with the devices.
The success of the device as a monitoring tool relies on possum interactions resulting in the
collection of salival DNA. Video footage captured within the pens and in the field shows that animals
prefer to investigate the baited section of the device with their mouths as opposed to their
forelimbs. This point is relevant because instances where animals trigger the device without first
chewing or licking the baiter result in expended devices without the collection of usable DNA.
Second, the video footage shows that the magnetic release on the baiters is at a level where
significant interactions set it off more times than not. These key device requirements have been met
through successful development following interactions recorded during the pen trials at Lincoln
University.
Device density has been described as a key factor at determining device sensitivity (Thomas and
Fitzgerald 1995). If device density is too low, it limits the likelihood that all animals within the target
area have an equal chance of being detected (Thomas and Fitzgerald 1995). Although an initial
oversight due to the limited availability of field ready DNA devices, the differing device densities
within the two study sites allows for comments to be made on how density affects sensitivity. At the
Burnham location, with a device density of 1.25/ha, DNA devices showed a high level of sensitivity,
similar to that of both RTCI and BMI population estimates for the same location. In the Hororata site,
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where the density was lower (0.36/ha), the devices proved less successful at matching the estimates
from RTCI and BMI calculations. Thomas and Fitzgerald (1995) investigated device sensitivity of bait
stations when presented to a possum population at varied densities, and used a combination of
rhodamine laced bait feeding and leg hold trapping to determine probabilities of individual animals
encountering devices at densities of 1, 0.44 and 0.25 per hectare. They found that no significant
difference existed between bait station visitations presented at densities of 1 and 0.44 per hectare;
however sensitivity decreased significantly when reduced to 0.25/ha. Based on the authors findings,
with a density of 1.25/ha (Burnham site), we would expect >80% of animals within the population to
encounter a device over the trial period. In Hororata, with a device density of 0.36/ha, we could
expect this figure to be below 40%. In order to make the DNA devices as sensitive as possible, future
operators should look to utilise a density of 1/ha or higher. As sensitivity is also related to olfactory
and visual lures (Sakata 2011), comments were made regarding how the visual attractiveness of the
prototype devices could be improved, to further increase sensitivity.
Chapter three outlines the characteristics considered essential for an ideal possum monitoring
device, including the requirements set out by TBfree NZ during early design stages of the project. At
the conclusion of DNA, pen and field trials subjected to the devices, we are confident that they have
met the requirements requested by the TBfree NZ. The device is compact upon being broken down,
light weight, relatively cheap to manufacture, easy to assemble and robust during animal encounters.
The device is also activated by a single possum only following an encounter of considerable biting
and chewing, and excludes non-target interference. Since it is practical to further reduce its size and
weight, the design of the device can be considered a success. The results of the Landcare Research
field trial using the same device design (Chapter 6.7 above) prove it is an effective tool that shows
promise for future possum monitoring programmes.

7.2 Research Limitations
There are always limitations involved when basing behavioural experiments on the actions of captive
animals. Day and O’Connor (2000) comment on the habituation of captive possums, leading to
unnatural responses towards feeding events. The DNA devices provided to captive animals at the
JML facility presented a food-based lure in the form of “Smooth in a Tube” (manufactured by
Connovation), potentially inducing responses towards the devices not normally associated with wild
individuals. Sjoberg (2013) also noted that when captive animals were fed on their normal daily food
source as well as presented with novel devices, device encounter rates may be lower as animals have
already consumed their daily requirement. In the trials described during Chapter Five, possums
maintained regular daily feeding. It was witnessed during the pen trial section of this project that
captive animal encounter rates and times of interactions decreased over time as the limited number
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of animals’ available meant repetition became a factor. This effect may be put down to a reduction in
the novelty factor of the devices, as well as a preference for alternative food available. As captive
animal behaviour is not always representative of naïve wild individuals, captivity trials are usually
compared with similar data sets recorded in the field.
It was hoped that the results regarding animal behaviour obtained during the pen trials could be
supplemented with an extensive data set of wild animal interactions recorded in the field.
Unfortunately, there was a significant lack of witnessed animal encounters from the field trial, due to
unknown high levels of previous control in the Hororata site and limited suitable food resources in
the Burnham site, meaning a generally low population density for both locations. At a higher device
density (Burnham), the results of the field trial did show a similarity between the DNA device
population estimates and those of conventional possum monitoring devices, and provided valuable
outcomes of non-target animal encounters; however, a greater level of possum interactions would
have been beneficial.
As is often the case with applied science projects, this report was limited through both financial and
scheduler constraints. A greater sample size of captive animals and a field trial encompassing more
territory, with a higher population density and a greater number of devices would have led to a more
statistically relevant data set. In relation to time, only being able to complete the field trial over one
or two months during winter leads to seasonal limitations which were discussed during previous
chapters.
Unfortunately, our ability to measure the responses of naïve possums towards the DNA devices was
also limited in the Hororata site due to the effect of previously implemented control. It is predicted
that this increased animal wariness of the novel DNA devices, leading to a decrease in witnessed
encounters. This can be considered as both a limitation and as a replication of common conditions. It
would have been beneficial to test the devices against completely naïve animals to compare their
responses to that of the captive individuals. At the same time, possum monitoring occurs across New
Zealand in a variety of regions with varied control histories. The fact that the DNA devices within the
Hororata site compared closely with RTCI estimates but significantly lacked the sensitivity of
WaxTags® may mean more consideration needs to be given to how the device can perform better
within areas where possum control has been high.

7.3 Experimental Design
Despite careful planning of the field trial, several irregularities may have had some influence of the
results recorded. First, WaxTags® and cage traps may have been be irregularly arranged within the
Hororata site (Figures 6.8, 6.9, 6.12 and 6.13 and). The actual differences between WaxTag® and cage
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trap placements potentially meant not all animals within the plot had the same probability of
encountering a monitoring device. This issue could have been resolved by first overlaying a grid on a
map of the site, and carefully planning device placement to ensure uniformity. DNA device density
inadvertently differed between locations as well, at 0.36 in the Hororata site and 1.25 in the
Burnham site. Whilst this was a statistical oversight, it did allow for a good comparison between the
two densities, and enabled us to comment on an ideal trap density for future operations. Overall, a
more cautious and thought out approach to the experimental design of the field trial would have
been beneficial. As the pen trial experiments followed previously designed operating procedures, we
are confident they followed a best practice method. Despite this, the limitations of working with
captive animals always impact on trials of this nature.

7.4 Future Research Options
There are concerns regarding the practicality and efficiency of using the rodent-proof baiters or
similar for collecting DNA samples. Although not tested throughout this trial, it is hard to imagine
that chewed plastic retains DNA at the same or better rate than wax, which has itself already been
discussed as an unsuitable collection medium (Duenas-Serrano 2013) and also could be detached by
possum in the field? Dental rope is one attractive replacement already commonly used in genetic
monitoring of other species. Smiley et al., (2010) detail the use of dental rope for non-invasive
genetic monitoring of gorilla individuals (Gorilla spp.) in a Rwandan national park. Palatable food
lures held within mesh bags, through which ran a section of dental cord, were presented to captive
gorillas. The authors noted the success of using dental rope to collect salival samples for DNA
analysis. Flinders Technical Associates Filter Paper® (commonly referred to as FTA paper) is another
alternative to the rodent proof baiters that is worth investigation. FTA paper contains chemicals for
cell lysis and protein denaturation, resulting in the long term storage of genetic material. It also
protects biological samples from oxidative, UV and moisture damage. FTA paper may not only be
more successful for DNA collection, it may also benefit the length of time for which bitten or chewed
samples can retain usable fragments of DNA. FTA paper is commonly used for retrieving forensic
evidence or for taking medical samples, so has potential as a non-invasive genetic monitoring tool.
Both FTA paper and dental rope could be impregnated with an attractive possum lure such as citrus
oil or flavoured solutions, or FTA paper could be coated in a scented biofilm. Vargas et al., (2009)
noted success when processing whole wax sections of bitten WaxTags®, as opposed to swabbing
sections of the WaxTag®/baiter that appear to have been chewed, as we did during the DNA chapter
of this project. By replacing the baiter with dental rope of FTA paper, wildlife managers would be
able to process the whole portion of the device responsible for successful interactions, potentially
increasing successful identifications. Both materials would slip seamlessly into the device design
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described throughout this report. Overall, there is a lot of potential to fully develop the baiter section
of the device utilising commonly applied techniques for both medical and forensic DNA collection.
Increasing the visibility and sensitivity of the device has already been discussed following the field
trials at Hororata and Burnham. Like the visual refinement of the WaxTag® over time, the DNA device
would benefit from visual enhancement through the addition of multicolour or fluorescent tags,
scented lures, coloured backing boards or flour blazes. Coloured tags have successfully increased
possum visitations to WaxTags®, bait bags and kill traps (Ogilvie et al., 2006), so it would be
appropriate to assume the same novel lures would increase animal interactions with DNA devices in
the field. It could be that the grey colour PVC piping used as the UV light and waterproof body of the
device has poor visibility towards possums. The colour of the device requires careful consideration,
as well as the addition of other visual enhancements. Other authors have proved the importance of
device colouration in regard to increasing animal encounters (Sjoberg 2013, Ogilvie et al., 2006,
Warburton and Yockney 2009).
One of the issues commonly raised regarding the WaxTag® as a monitoring instrument is its apparent
lack of accuracy when attempting to monitor changes to possum populations of either extremely
high or low densities (Duenas-Serrano, Cruickshank and Ross 2015, Warburton et al., 2004). For
example, in sites where population densities are abnormally high, a saturation of WaxTags® showing
interference both before and after a large scale control event will not register a change to the
population density, even though the population decrease may have been significant. In areas where
the possum density is low, large numbers of unbitten WaxTags® can give low precision around
estimates of activity. In order to achieve status as a worthwhile possum monitoring tool and
potentially rival the WaxTag® as the monitoring instrument of choice, the DNA device must prove
successful at identifying individuals and calculating population abundances for sites of various animal
densities. Both the Hororata and Burnham field sites used throughout the duration of this project
had relatively low possum densities of 2.1 and 1.9 animals per hectare respectively (according to BMI
estimates). These densities can be considered on the low side for New Zealand ecosystems of similar
structure. The Animal Health Board require a surveillance tool capable of detecting individual
possums in low density regions prone to bovine tuberculosis, to assist with rapid response and
implementing various levels of control dependant on population severity. When used at the right
density, I propose the DNA device has proved itself effective at calculating accurate possum
abundance in a low animal density site (Burnham). Future field trials should look to implement the
DNA device in areas where possum numbers are not limited, as this would allow for comment on the
devices performance in moderate-high density regions as well.
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The results of this project are given further proof of concept by the results from Landcare Research’s
field trial described at the conclusion of Chapter Six. Researchers involved in that project found that
of 122 collected possum saliva samples, 68% of these could be successfully genotyped, even given 7
days from deposition. The plastic body of the DNA collection device protected samples and
preserved the structural integrity of DNA for long enough to allow for 17 individual animal
identifications, to go with 22 physically detained possums. 7 of those 17 DNA identifications showed
up on samples taken from ear notches of the 22 possums trapped. This means 10 individuals were
identified using DNA sampling that were unable to be caught. It also means that 15 animals were
caught that could not be sampled using DNA collection. The overall lesson for wildlife managers is
that a combination of DNA sampling and trapping seems to be the most accurate way to provide a
figure for overall possum abundance. There is no perfect method for monitoring possum abundances
in New Zealand ecosystems. We know from previous studies that some animals are seemingly untrappable (Morgan et al., 2007), and it has been shown that some individuals will not interfere with
DNA devices. Future research programmes aiming to monitor possum abundances need to consider
an integrated approach encompassing a combination of the two methods. As DNA technology
improves, hopefully the costs involved with analysing samples will decrease, as this is currently the
biggest obstacle to genetic monitoring. Another exciting prospect for future DNA monitoring is the
ability to detect pathogen prevalence in animal saliva samples through the use of a benchtop
sequencer (Doughty et al., 2014). The DNA device described throughout this report will help the
Animal Health Board (as well as other wildlife managers) to better understand possum population
dynamics, particularly in areas of low animal density. With further refinement, it will assist Tb Free
New Zealand in achieving their goal of completely eradicating bovine tuberculosis.
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Appendix A - Ecogene Sampling Protocol
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Appendix B – Ecogene Raw Data Set
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